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That you may receive the full benefit of these instructions, let me state now that the Bible has no
reference at all to any persons who ever existed or to any event that ever occurred upon
earth.The ancient story tellers were not writing history but an allegorical picture lesson of certain
basic principles which they clothed in the garb of history, and they adapted these stories to the
limited capacity of a most uncritical and credulous people.Throughout the centuries we have
mistakenly taken personifications for persons, allegory for history, the vehicle that conveyed the
instruction, for the instruction, and the gross first sense, for the ultimate sense intended.If you
are looking for a Neville Goddard Reader or Neville Goddard Collection on imagination, this is
the book for you. I AM, Imagination, Awareness of being, inner conversations are all related to
creating our reality.Book Tittles and Chapters of Neville's 10 BooksAt Your CommandYour Faith
is Your FortuneBefore Abraham WasYou Shall DecreeThe Principle of TruthWhom Seek Ye?
Who AM I?I AM HeThy Will be DoneNo Other GodThe Foundation StoneTo Him Who
HathChristmasCrucifixion and ResurrectionTHE I’M-PressionCircumcisionInterval of TimeThe
Triune GodPrayerThe Twelve DisciplesLiquid LightThe Breath of LifeDaniel in the Lions’
DenFishingBe Ears That HearClairvoyance – Count of Monte CristoTwenty-Third
PsalmGethsemaneA Formula for VictoryFreedom for AllThe Oneness of GodThe Name of
GodThe Law of CreationThe Secret of FeelingThe SabbathHealingDesire, The Word of
GodFaithThe AnnunciationPrayer The Art of BelievingLaw of ReversibilityDual Nature of
ConsciousnessImagination and FaithControlled ReverieLaw of Thought TransmissionGood
TidingsThe Greatest PrayerOut of this WorldThinking Forth-DimensionallyAssumptions Become
FactsPower of ImaginationNo one to Change but SelfFeeling is the SecretLaw and its
OperationSleepPrayerSpirit – FeelingThe Power of AwarenessI AMConsciousnessPower of
AssumptionDesireThe Truth That Sets You FreeAttentionAttitudeRenunciationPreparing your
PlaceCreationInterferenceSubjective ControlAcceptanceThe Effortless WayThe Crown of the
MysteriesPersonal ImpotenceAll Things Are PossibleBe Ye DoersEssentialsRighteousnessFree
WillPersistenceCase HistoriesFailureFaithDestinyReverenceAwakened Imagination & the
SearchWho is your Imagination?Sealed InstructionsHighways of the Inner WorldThe Pruning
Shears of RevisionThe Coin of HeavenIt is WithinCreation is FinishedThe Apple of Gods
EyeThe SearchSeedtime and HarvestThe End of a Golden StringThe Four Mighty OnesThe Gift
of FaithThe Scale of BeingThe Game of Life“Time, Times and an Half”“Be Ye Wise as
Serpents”The Water and the BloodA Mystical ViewThe Law & The Promise"The Law" Imagining
Creates RealityDwell ThereinTurn the Wheel BackwardThere is no FictionSubtle
ThreadsVisionary FancyMoodsThrough the Looking GlassEnter IntoThings Which Do Not
AppearThe PotterAttitudesAll TriviaThe Creative MomentThe Promise Four Mystical Experiences



"Excellent text, I found it informative and interesting based on my own computer networking
experience. It would be appropriate for an undergraduate course or for a person interested in
knowing more about the subject of computer networking. A student should have a good
knowledge of using a computer and the Internet, and should also have had some formal
programming experience such as C or Java to get value from the programming examples. I
agree with the authors that it�s important to have some understanding of the Windows 95/98 as
these operating systems are still out there to be debugged and fixed.""This book is best suited
for the introductory course on computer networking. A Computer Technology student in either a
Community College or University setting who has an intermediate knowledge of computers
would best utilize this book. A student would need a good grounding of basic computer
knowledge as a pre-requisite for using this book. I would personally use this book for my
introductory course on computer networking as well as some chapters for a computer security
course, and keep it around as a good reference book."About the AuthorKenneth C. Mansfield Jr.
is a Professor in the Computer Studies Department at Broome Community College in
Binghamton, NY. He has written over 20 books on networking, operating systems, programming,
and computer technology.James L. Antonakos is a Professor in the Computer Studies
Department at Broome Community College in Binghamton, NY. He has written over 40 books on
electronics, microprocessors, networking, operating systems, and computer technology.
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Your Inner ConversationsareCreating Your WorldA Collection of 16 Lectures on Imagination and
Self TalkIncludingNeville's 1948 Lesson's&3 chapters from 3 of his books"The Coin of
Heaven""To Him Who Hath""Consciousness"Compiled & EditedbyDavid AllenIntroductionThat
you may receive the full benefit of these instructions, let me state now that the Bible has no
reference at all to any persons who ever existed or to any event that ever occurred upon
earth.The ancient story tellers were not writing history but an allegorical picture lesson of certain
basic principles which they clothed in the garb of history, and they adapted these stories to the
limited capacity of a most uncritical and credulous people.Throughout the centuries we have
mistakenly taken personifications for persons, allegory for history, the vehicle that conveyed the
instruction, for the instruction, and the gross first sense, for the ultimate sense intended.From
Neville's 1948 LessonsTable of ContentsIntroductionTable of ContentsLegal NotesLecture 1 - By
Imagination We BecomeLecture 2 - Awakened ImaginationLecture 3 - How To Use Your
ImaginationLecture 4 - The Foundation Stone – ImaginationLecture 5 - The Secret of
ImaginingLecture 6 - Is Christ Your ImaginationLecture 7 - Imagination, My SlaveLecture 8 -
Imagining CreatesLecture 9 - Imagination Fulfills ItselfLecture 10 - The Perfect ImageLecture 11
- ImaginationLecture 12 - The Secret of ImaginingLecture 13 - Control Your Inner Conversations
– AKA Mind & SpeechLecture 14 - Secret of ImaginationLecture 15 - I AM Reality Called
ImaginationLecture 16 - Self-Talk Creates Reality / Mental DietNeville Goddard 1948 Lessons
Series With Questions and AnswersLesson 1 – Consciousness is the Only RealityLesson 2 –
Assumptions Harden Into FactLesson 3 – Thinking Fourth-DimensionallyLesson 4 – No One To
Change But SelfLesson 5 – Remain Faithful To Your Idea1948 QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS3
Chapters from 3 of Neville's BooksChapter 1 - The Coin of HeavenChapter 2 - To Him Who
HathChapter 3 - ConsciousnessMetaphysical Books By David AllenFacebook
PagesAcknowledgmentsLegal NotesCopyright © 2015 by Shanon Allen / David AllenAll rights
reserved. No part of this Kindle publication may be reproduced, distributed, or transmitted in any
form or by any means, including photocopying, recording, or other electronic or mechanical
methods, without the prior written permission of the publisher, except in the case of brief
quotations embodied in critical reviews and certain other noncommercial uses permitted by
copyright law.Printed in the United States of AmericaLecture 1 - By Imagination We
BecomeNeville Goddard July, 1951Radio Talk, Station KECA, Los AngelesHow many times
have we heard someone say, "Oh, it’s only his imagination?"Only his imagination – man’s
imagination is the man himself. No man has too little imagination, but few men have disciplined
their imagination. Imagination is itself indestructible. Therein lies the horror of its misuse. Daily,
we pass some stranger on the street and observe him muttering to himself, carrying on an
imaginary argument with one not present. He is arguing with vehemence, with fear or with
hatred, not realizing that he is setting in motion, by his imagination, an unpleasant event which
he will presently encounter.The world, as imagination sees it, is the real world. Not facts, but



figments of the imagination, shape our daily lives. It is the exact and literal minded who live in a
fictitious world. Only imagination can restore the Eden from which experience has driven us out.
Imagination is the sense by which we perceived the above, the power by which we resolve vision
into being. Every stage of man’s progress is made by the exercise of the imagination.It is only
because men do not perfectly imagine and believe that their results are sometimes uncertain,
when they might always be perfectly certain. Determined imagination is the beginning of all
successful operation. The imagination, alone, is the means of fulfilling the intention. The man
who, at will, can call up whatever image he pleases is, by virtue of the power of his imagination,
least of all subject to caprice. The solitary or captive can, by intensity of imagination and feeling,
affect myriads so that he can act through many men and speak through many voices."We should
never be certain", wrote William Butler Yeats in his "Idea's of Good and Evil", "that it was not
some woman treading in the winepress who began that subtle change in men’s minds, or that
the passion did not begin in the mind of some shepherd boy, lighting up his eyes for a moment
before it ran upon its way."Let me tell you the story of a very dear friend of mine, at the time the
costume designer of the Music Hall in New York. She told me, one day, of her difficulty in working
with one of the producers who invariably criticized and rejected her best work unjustly that he
was often rude and seemed deliberately unfair to her.Upon hearing her story, I reminded her, as
I am reminding you, that men can only echo to us that which we whisper to them in secret. I had
no doubt but that she silently argued with the producer, not in the flesh, but in quiet moments to
herself. She confessed that she did just that each morning as she walked to work. I asked her to
change her attitude toward him, to assume that he was congratulating her on her fine designs
and she, in turn, was thanking him for his praise and kindness. This young designer took my
advice and, as she walked to the theater, she imagined a perfect relationship of the producer
praising her work and she, in turn, responding with gratitude for his appreciation.This she did
morning after morning and in a very short while, she discovered for herself that her own attitude
determined the scenery of her existence. The behavior of the producer completely reversed
itself. He became the most pleasant professional employer she had encountered. His behavior
merely echoed the changes that she had whispered within herself. What she did was by the
power of imagination. Her fantasy led his and she, herself, dictated to him the discourse they
eventually had together at the time she was seemingly walking alone.Let us set ourselves, here
and now, a daily exercise of controlling and disciplining our imagination. What finer beginning
than to imagine better than the best we know for a friend. There is no coal of character so dead
that it will not glow and flame if but slightly turned.Don’t blame only resolve. Life, like music,
can, by a new setting, turn all its discords into harmonies. Represent your friend to yourself as
already expressing that which he desires to be. Let us know that with whatever attitude we
approach another, a similar attitude approaches us.How can we do this? Do what my friend did.
To establish rapport, call your friend mentally. Focus your attention on him and mentally call his
name just as you would to attract his attention were you to see him on the street. Imagine that he
has answered, mentally hear his voice – imagine that he is telling you of the great good you have



desired for him. You, in turn, tell him of your joy in witnessing his good fortune. Having mentally
heard that which you wanted to hear, having thrilled to the news heard, go about your daily
task.Your imagined conversation must awaken what it affirmed the acceptance of the end wills
the means. And the wisest reflection could not devise more effective means than those which
are willed by the acceptance of the end. However, your conversation with your friend must be in
a manner which does not express the slightest doubt as to the truth of what you imagine that you
hear and say. If you do not control your imagination, you will find that you are hearing and saying
all that you formerly heard and said.We are creatures of habit and habit, though not law, acts
like the most compelling law in the world. With this knowledge of the power of imagination, be as
the disciplined man and transform your world by imagining and feeling only what is lovely and of
good report. The beautiful idea you awaken in yourself shall not fail to arouse its affinity in others.
Do not wait four months for the harvest. Today is the day to practice the control and discipline of
your imagination. Man is only limited by weakness of attention and poverty of imagination. The
great secret is a controlled imagination and a well sustained attention, firmly and repeatedly
focused on the object to be accomplished."Now is the acceptable time to give beauty for ashes,
joy for mourning, praise for the spirit of heaviness that they might be called trees of
righteousness, the planting of the Lord that He might be glorified."Now is the time to control our
imagination and attention. By control, I do not mean restraint by will power, but rather cultivation
through love and compassion. With so much of the world in discord, we cannot possibly
emphasize too strongly the power of imaginative love.Imaginative Love, that is my subject next
Sunday morning, when I shall speak for Dr. Bailes, while he is on his holiday. The services will be
held, as always, at the Fox Wilshire Theater, on Wilshire Boulevard, near La Cienega, at
10:30."As the world is, so is the individual", should be changed to, "As the individual is, so is the
world".And I hope to be able to bring to each of you present the true meaning of the words of
Zechariah, "Speak ye every man the truth to his neighbor and let none of you imagine evil in your
hearts against his neighbor"What a wonderful challenge to you and to me."As a man thinketh in
his heart, so is he."As a man imagines, so is he. Hold fast to love in your imagination. By creating
an ideal within your mental sphere, you can approximate yourself to this "ideal image" till you
become one and the same with it, thereby transforming yourself into it, or rather, absorbing its
qualities into the very core of your being. Never, never, lose sight of the power that is within you.
Imaginative love lifts the invisible into sight and gives us water in the desert. It builds for the soul
its only fit abiding place.Beauty, love and all of good report are the garden, but imaginative love
is the way into the garden.Sow an imaginary conversation, you reap an act Sow an act, you
reap a habit Sow a habit, you reap a character Sow a character, you reap your destiny.By
imagination, we are all reaping our destinies, whether they be good, bad, or
indifferent.Imagination has full power of objective realization and every stage of man’s progress
or regression is made by the exercise of imagination. I believe, with William Blake, "What seems
to be, is, to those to whom it seems to be, and is productive of the most dreadful consequences
to those to whom it seems to be, even of torments, despair, and eternal death".By imagination



and desire, we become what we desire to be. Let us affirm to ourselves that we are what we
imagine. If we persist in the assumption that we are what we wish to be, we will become
transformed into that which we have imagined ourselves to be. We were born by a natural
miracle of love and, for a brief space of time, our needs were all another’s care. In that simple
truth lies the secret of life. Except by love, we cannot truly live at all.Our parents, in their separate
individualities, have no power to transmit life. So, back we come to the basic truth that life is the
offspring of love. Therefore, no love, no life.Thus, it is rational to say that "God is Love". Love is
our birthright. Love is the fundamental necessity of our life.Do not go seeking for that which you
are. Those who go seeking for love only make manifest their own lovelessness and the loveless
never find love. Only the loving find love and they never have to seek for it.Now let us go into the
silence.Lecture 2 - Awakened ImaginationNeville Goddard 1954As you have heard, this
morning's subject is "Awakened Imagination". It is my theme for the entire series of nineteen
lectures. Everything is geared towards the awakening of the imagination. I doubt if there is any
subject on which clear thinking is more rare than the imagination. The word itself is made to
serve all kinds of ideas, many of them directly opposed to one another. But here this morning I
hope to convince you that this is the redeeming power in man. This is the power spoken of in the
Bible as the Second Man. "the Lord from Heaven".This is the same power personified for us as a
man called Christ Jesus.In the ancient text it was called Jacob, and there are numberless names
in the Bible all leading up and culminating in the grand flower called Christ Jesus.It may startle
you to identify the central figure of the Gospels as human imagination, but I am quite sure before
the series is over, you will be convinced that this what the ancients intended that we should
know, but man has misread the Gospels as history and biography and cosmology, and so
completely has gone asleep as to the power within himself.Now this morning I have brought you
the means by which this mighty power in us may be awakened.I call it the art of revision. I take
my day and I review it in my mind's eye. I start with the first incident in the morning. I go through
the day; when I come to any scene in my unfolding day that displeased me, or if it didn't
displease me if it was not as perfect as I thought it could have been, I stop right there and I revise
it. I re-write it, and after I have re-written it so that it conforms to the ideal I wished I had
experienced, then I experience that in my imagination as though I had experienced it in the flesh.
I do it over and over until it takes on the tone of reality, and experience convinces me that that
moment that I have revised and relived will not recede into my past.It will advance into my future
to confront me as I have revised it. If I do not revise it, these moments, because they never
recede and they always advance, will advance to confront me perpetuating that strange,
unlovely incident.But if I refuse to allow the sun to descend upon my wrath, so that at the end of
a day I never accept as final the facts of the day, no matter how factual they are, I never accept
them, and revising it I repeal the day and bring about corresponding changes in my outer
world.Now, not only will this art of revision accomplish my every objective, but as I begin to
revise the day it fulfills its great purpose and its great purpose is to awaken in me the being that
men call Christ Jesus, that I call my wonderful human imagination, and when it awakens it is the



eye of God and it turns inward into the world of thought and there I see that what formerly I
believed to exist on the outside really exists within myself.No matter what it is, I then discover
that the whole of Creation is rooted in me and ends in me as I am rooted in and end in God. And
from that moment on I find my real purpose in life and my real purpose is simply to do the will of
Him that sent me, and the will of Him that sent me is this –that of all that he has given me I shall
lose nothing but raise it up again.And what did he give me? He gave me every experience in my
life. He gave me you. Every man, woman and child that I meet is a gift to me from my Father, but
they fell in me because of my attitude towards society, because of my attitude towards
myself.When I begin to awaken and the eye opens and I see the whole is myself made visible, I
then must fulfill my real purpose, which is the will of Him that sent me, and the Will is to raise up
those that I allowed in my ignorance when I slept to descend within me.Then starts the real art of
revision; to be the man, regardless of your impressions of that man, regardless of the facts of the
case that are all staring you in the face, it is your duty when you become awakened to lift him up
within yourself and you will discover that he was never the cause of your displeasure. When you
look at him and you are displeased, look within and you will find the source of the displeasure. It
did not originate there.Now let me give you a case history to illustrate this point. I know a few of
you were at the banquet and maybe a few of you heard me last Thursday on T.V. but I doubt in
this audience of say twenty-three or twenty-four hundred of us, that more than say a hundred
and fifty heard it, and even if you heard it you can hear it time and time again for it is this, that if
you hear it will cause you to act upon it because as I told you, and I think I did last Sunday, but if I
didn't let me tell you now; if you attended the entire nineteen and you became saturated with all
that I have to tell you, so that you had all the knowledge you think it takes to achieve your
objectives, and you did not apply what you received, it would avail you nothing; but a little
knowledge which you carry out in action, you will find to be far more profitable than much
knowledge which you neglect to carry out in action. So by repeating this case history this
morning, though say a hundred or two hundred of you have heard it, it will help you to remember
you must do something about it.This past May in New York City, there sat a lady who had been
coming for years and I made a simple observation that people must become doers of the word
and not mere hearers only.For if a man only hears it and never applies what he hears he will
never really prove or disprove what he has heard; and then I told the story of a lady who had only
heard me three or four times and how she transformed the life of another, and this lady hearing
what one who came only three times and this miracle took place in her life, she went home
determined that she would really apply what she had heard over the years, and this is what she
did.Two years before, after a violent quarrel, she was ordered out of her son's home by her
daughter-in-law. Her son said "Mother, you need no proof from me that I love you: it's obvious: I
think I have proven that every day of my life, but if that is Mary's decision, and I regret it, it must
be my decision, for I love Mary and we live in the same house and it is our house: it is our little
family, and I am sorry she feels this way about it, but you know these little things that culminate in
an explosion as took place today. If that is her decision, it is mine". That was two years ago.She



went home and she realized that night after night for over two years she had allowed the sun to
descend upon her wrath. She thought of this wonderful family that she loved and felt herself
ostracized from it, expelled from the home of her son. She did nothing about revising it and yet I
had been talking revision to my New York audience for the past year.This is what she did now.
She knew the morning's mail brought nothing. This was a Wednesday night. There had been no
correspondence in two years. She had sent her grandson at least a dozen gifts in the two years.
Not one was ever acknowledged. She knew they had been received for she had insured many of
them; so she sat down that night and mentally wrote herself two letters–one from her daughter-
in-law, expressing a great kindness for her, saying that she had been missed in the home and
asking her when she was coming to see them; then she wrote one from her grandson in which
he said "Grandmother, I love you". Then came a little expression of thanks for the last birthday
present, which was in April, and then came a feeling of sadness rather because he hadn't seen
her and begging her to come and see him soon.These two short notes she memorized and then,
as she was about to sleep, she took her imaginary hands and held these letters and she read
them mentally to herself until they woke in her the feeling of joy because she had heard from her
family; that she was wanted once more. She read these letters over and over feeling the joy that
was hers because she had received them and fell asleep in her project. For seven nights this
lady read these two letters. On the morning of the eighth day she received the letter: on the
inside there were two letters–one from her grandson and one from her daughter-in-law. These
letters were identical with the letters she had mentally written to herself seven days
before.Where was the estrangement? Where was the conflict? Where was the source of the
displeasure that was like a running sore over two years? When man's eye is opened he realizes
all that he beholds, though it appears without, it is within–within one's own imagination, of which
this world of mortality is but a shadow.She gave me permission to tell that story. When I told it,
and we came to the period of questions and answers, there was a strange reaction from that
crowd. They wondered what joy life would hold for any of us if we had to write our own letters; if
we had to do everything to ourselves that seemingly is done in joy; that seemingly is
spontaneous coming from another; but I don't want to write myself a love letter from my wife, or
my sweetheart or my friend. I want that one to feel this way towards me and to express it
unknown to me that I may receive a surprise in life.Well, I am not denying that sleeping man
firmly believes that is the way things happen. When a man awakes he realizes that everything he
encounters is apartof himself, and what he does not now comprehend, he knows, because the
eye is opened, that it is related by affinity to some as yet unrealized force in his own being; that
he wrote it but he has forgotten it, that he slapped himself in the face but he has forgotten it; that
within himself he started the entire unfolding drama, and he looks out upon a world, and it
seems strange to him, because most of us in our sleep are totally unaware of what we are doing
from within ourselves.What that lady did, every man and woman in this audience today can do. It
will not take you years to prove it; what I tell you now may startle you; it may seem to be
bordering on insanity for the insane believe in the reality of subjective states and the sane man



only believes in what the senses will allow, what they will dictate, and I'm going to tell you when
you begin to awake, you assert the supremacy of imagination and you put all things in subjection
to it.You never again bow before the dictates of facts and accept life on the basis of the world
without.To you, Truth is not confined by facts but by the intensity of your imagination.So here we
find the embodiment of Truth, which I say is human imagination, standing in the world drama
before the embodiment of reason personified as Pontius Pilate. And he is given the authority to
question truth and they ask him, "What is the truth?" and Truth remains silent. He refuses to
justify any action of his; he refuses to justify anything that was done to him, for he knows no man
cometh unto me save I call him: no man takes away my life, I lay it down myself.You didn't
choose me, I have chosen you. For here is Truth seeing nothing hereafter in pure objectivity, but
seeing everything subjectively related to himself and he the source of all the actions that take
place within his world; so Truth remains absolutely silent and says nothing when reason
questions him concerning the true definition of Truth.Because when the eye opens it knows that
what is an idea to sleeping man is a fact to the awakened imagination, an objective fact, not an
idea. I entertain the idea of a friend and I make some wonderful concept of him in my mind's eye
and when I sleep it seems to be a wish, it seems to be the longing of my heart, but purely
subjective, just an idea. And the eye within me opens, and he stands before me embodying the
quality that I desired in my sleep to see him express. So what is an idea to sleeping man, the
unawakened imagination, is an objective reality to awakened imagination.Now, this exercise
calls for, I would say, the active, voluntary use of imagination as against the passive, involuntary
acceptance of appearances.We never accept as true and as final anything unless it conforms to
the ideal we desire to embody within our world, and we do exactly what the grandmother did. But
now we start it and we do it daily. You may get your results tomorrow; it may come the day after; it
may come in a week, but I assure you they will come.You do not need some strange laboratory,
like our scientists, to prove or disprove this theory.Here in 1905 a young man startled the
scientific world with his equation that no one could even test. It is said not six men lived who
could understand his equation. It was 14 years later before Lord Rutherford could devise the
means to test that equation and he found that it was true, not 100%, because he did not have
the means at his hand to really give it a complete test. It was another 14 years before further
tests could be made. And you know the results of that equation that Einstein gave us in 1905.
For today man, not knowing the power of his own imagination, stands startled at the results of
that unlocking of energy. But he was the man who said, and I put it in the first page of my new
book–"Imagination is more important than knowledge"That was Albert Einstein.Imagination is
more important than knowledge. For if man accepts as final, the facts that evidence bears
witness to, he will never exercise this God-given means of redemption, which is his
imagination.Now I'm going to ask you to test this: you will not take the three weeks that I am here
to prove it or disprove it, but the knowledge of it cannot prove itself, only the application of that
knowledge can prove it or disprove it. I know from experience you cannot disprove it.Take an
objective, take a job, take some conversation with your boss, take an increase in salary. You say



well, the job doesn't allow it, or maybe the Union will not allow it. I don't care what doesn't allow
it.Yesterday morning's mail brought me one, where, in San Francisco, this captain, a pilot, and
he writes me that I saw him backstage after one of my meetings, and there he said, "But Neville,
you are up against a stone wall. I am a trained pilot; I have gone all over the world, all over the
seven seas; I'm a good pilot and I love the sea, not a thing in this world I want to do but go to sea;
yet they restrict me to certain waters because of seniority.No matter what argument I give them
the Union is adamant and they have closed the book on my request." I said, "I don't care what
they have done, you are transferring the power that rightfully belongs to God, which is your own
imagination, to the shadow you cast upon the screen of space."So here, we are in this room;
need it remain a room? Can't you use your imagination to call this a bridge.This is now a bridge
and I am a guest on the bridge of your ship, and you are not in waters restricted by the Union;
you are in waters that you desire to sail your ship.Now close your eyes and feel the rhythm of the
ocean and feel with me and commune with me and tell me of your joy in first proving this
principle. and secondly in being at sea where you want to be.He is now in Vancouver on a ship
bringing a load of lumber down to Panama. He has a complete list that will take him through the
year what this man has to do. He is going into waters legitimately that the Union said he could
not go. This doesn't dispense with unions, but it does not put anyone in our place – no one,
kings, queens, presidents, generals, we take no one and enthrone him and put him beyond the
power that rightfully belongs to God. So I will not violate the law but things will open that I will
never devise.I will sit in the silence and within myself I will revise the picture. I will hear the very
man who told me "No, and that's final" and hear him tell me yes, and a door opens. I don't have
to go and pull strings or pull any wires whatsoever.I call upon this wonderful power within myself,
which man has forgotten completely because he personified it and called it another man, even
though it is a glorious picture of a man but that is not the man: the real man is not in some other
world.When religion speaks, if it's a real religion, it speaks not of another world; it speaks of
another man that is latent but unborn in every man that has attunement with another world of
meaning, so that man sat and he tuned in with another world of meaning and brought into being
a power that he allowed to go to sleep because he read the laws of man too well.He accepted as
final the dictate of facts for they read him the by-laws, they read him the laws of the Union.And
here today he is flying the ocean as he wants to do it.The grandmother is no longer locked out
from the home she loved, but she is in communion, but she was locked out by herself for two
years. And he was locked out by himself for well over 18 months, and burning up day after day
allowing the sun to descend upon his wrath when he had the power within himself and the key to
unlock every door in the world.I say to each and every one of you I wouldn't take from you your
outer comfort, your religion, for all these things are like toys for sleeping man, but I come to
awaken within you that which when it awakes it sees an entirely different world.It sees a world
that no man when he sleeps could ever see, and then he starts to raise within himself every
being that God gave him; and may I tell you God gave you every man that walks the face of the
earth. He also gave it for this purpose that nothing is to be discarded. Everyone in the world must



be redeemed and your individual life is the process by which this redemption is brought to
pass.So we don't discard because the thing is unpleasant, we revise it; revising it we repeal it,
and as we repeal it, it projects itself on the screen of space bearing witness to the power within
us, which is our wonderful human imagination.And I say human advisedly–some would have me
say the word divine. The very word itself means nothing to man. He has pushed it off from
himself completely and divorced himself from the thing that he now bows before and calls by
other names. I say human imagination.As Blake said "Rivers, mountains, cities, villages all are
human". When the eye opens you see them in your own bosom, in your own wonderful bosom
they all exist, they are rooted there. Don't let them fall and remain fallen; lift them up for the will of
my Father is this, that of all that he has given me I should lose nothing but raise it up again, and I
raise it up every time I revise my concept of another and make him conform to the ideal image I
myself would like to express in this world. When I do unto him what I would love the world to do
unto me, and see in me, I am lifting him up.And may I tell you what happens to that man when he
does it? First of all, he is already turned around within himself. He no longer sees the world in
pure objectivity, but the whole world subjectively related to himself, and hang it upon himself. As
he lifts it up do you know he blooms within himself. When this eye of mine was first opened I
beheld man as the prophet saw him. I saw him as a tree walking: some were only like little
antlers of a stag, others were majestic in their foliage, and all that were really awake were in full
bloom. These are the trees in the garden of God. As told us in the old ancient way of revision in
the 61st chapter of the Book of Isaiah – "Go and give beauty for ashes, go and give joy for
mourning, give the spirit of praise for the spirit of heaviness, that they may become trees of
righteousness, plantings to the glory of God."That is what every man must do, that's revision. I
see ash when the business is gone; you can't redeem it, you can't lift it up, conditions are bad
and the thing has turned to ash.Put beauty in its place; see customers, healthy customers,
healthy in finances, healthy in the attitude towards you, healthy in every sense of the word. See
them loving to shop with you if you are a shopkeeper; if you are a factory worker, don't see
anything laying you off, lift it up, put beauty in the place of ash, for that would be ash if you were
laid off with a family to feed. If someone is mourning, put joy in the place of mourning; if someone
is heavy of spirit, put the spirit of praise in place of the spirit of heaviness, and as you do this and
revise the day you turn around, and turning around you turn up, and all the energies that went
down when you were sound asleep and really blind now turn up and you become a tree of
righteousness, a planting to the glory of God. For I have seen them walking this wonderful earth,
which is really the Garden; we have shut ourselves out by our concept of self and we have
turned down.As told us in the Book of Daniel, we were once this glorious tree and it was felled to
the very base, and what formerly sheltered the nations and fed the nations and comforted the
bird and gave some comfort to the animals from the sun of the day, of the heat of the day; and
suddenly some voice said from within, "Let it lie, let it remain as it is, but do not disturb the roots;
I will water it with the dew of heaven and as I water it with the dew of heaven it will once more
grow again, but this time it will consciously grow, it will know what it really is and who it is. In its



past it was majestic but it had no conscious knowledge of its majesty, and I felled it – that was
the descent of man. And now, he will once more spring from within himself and he will be a tree
walking, a glorious, wonderful tree.Now to those who are sound asleep this may seem to you too
startling: this may be just as startling as Einstein's equation was; that was startling too. But I tell
you I've seen it and I see it – men are destined to be trees in the garden of God. They are
planted on earth for a purpose and they don't always remain men, they are transformed as they
turn in and turn up. This is the true meaning of the transfiguration. There is a complete
metamorphosis taking place like the grub into the butterfly. You don't remain what you appear to
be when man is asleep, and there is no more glorious picture in the world than to see this living
animated human being, for every branch within him is represented by an extension of himself
called another, and when he lifts the other up that branch not only comes into leafage but it
blossoms and the living human blossoms that blossom upon the tree of man who awakens.So
that's my message for you this year; I'll give it to you to stir into being that which sleeps in you, for
the son of God sleeps in man and the only purpose of being is to awaken him. So it is not to
awaken this, nice as it appears to be, but this man of sense – is only a casing: it is called the first
man, but the first shall be last and the last shall be first. So that which comes into being second,
like Jacob coming second from his mother's womb, he takes precedence over his brother Esau
who came first. Esau was the one like this, he was made of skin and hair, and Jacob was made a
smooth skinned lad, but that one that comes second suddenly becomes the lord of all the
nations and that one sleeps in every man born of woman, and it is the duty of a teacher or a true
religion to awaken that man, not to talk of another world, not to make promises to be fulfilled
beyond the grave, but to tell him as he awakens now he is in heaven and the kingdom is come
now, this day, on earth.For as he awakens, he revises his day and he repeals his day and
projects a more beautiful picture onto the screen of space.Now let us go into the silence.Lecture
3 - How To Use Your ImaginationNeville Goddard 1955The purpose of this record, is to show
you how to use your imagination, to achieve your every desire. Most men are totally unaware of
the creative power of imagination and invariably bow before the dictates of "facts" and accepts
life on the basis of the world without. But when you discover this creative power within yourself,
you will boldly assert the supremacy of imagination and put all things in subjection to it.When a
man speaks of God-in-man, he is totally unaware that this power, called God-in-man, is man's
imagination. THIS is the creative power in man. There is nothing under heaven, that is not
plastic, as potter's clay, to the touch of the shaping spirit of imagination.Once a man said to me,
"You know, Neville, I love to listen to you talk about imagination, but as I do so, I invariably touch
the chair with my fingers and push my feet into the rug, just to keep my sense of the reality and
the profundity of things. Well, undoubtedly he is still touching the chair with his fingers and
pushing his feet into the rug.Well, let me tell you of another one, who didn't touch with her fingers
and didn't push that foot of hers onto the board of the street car. It's the story of a young girl just
turned seventeen. It was Christmas Eve, and she is sad of heart, for that year she had lost her
father in an accident, and she is returning home to what seemed to be an empty house. She was



untrained to do anything, so got herself a job as a waitress.This night it's quite late, Christmas
Eve, it's raining, the car is full of laughing boys and girls home for their Christmas vacation, and
she couldn't conceal the tears. Luckily for her, as I said, it was raining, so she stuck her face into
the heavens to mingle her tears with rain. And then holding the rail of the street car, this is what
she did: she said, "This is not rain, why, this is spray from the ocean; and this is not the salt of
tears that I taste, for this is the salt of the sea in the wind; and this is not San Diego, this is a ship,
and I am coming into the Bay of Samoa." And there she felt the reality of all that she had
imagined. Then came the end of the journey and all are out.Ten days later this girl received a
letter from a firm in Chicago, saying that her aunt, several years before, when she sailed for
Europe, deposited with them, three thousand dollars, with instructions that if she did not return
to America, this money should be paid to her niece. They had just received information of the
aunt's death and were now acting upon her instructions.One month later this girl sailed for
Samoa. As she came into the bay it was late that night and there was salt of the sea in the wind.
It wasn't raining, but there was spray in the air. And she actually felt what she'd felt one month
before, only this time she had realized her objective.Now, this whole record is technique. I want
to show you today, how to put your wonderful imagination right into the feeling of your wish
fulfilled, and let it remain there and fall asleep in that state. And I promise you, from my own
experience, you will realize the state in which you sleep – if you could actually feel yourself right
into the situation of your fulfilled desire and continue therein, until you fall asleep. As you feel
yourself right into it, remain in it, until you give it all the tones of reality, until you give it all the
sensory vividness of reality.As you do it, in that state, quietly fall into sleep. And in a way you will
never know – you could never consciously devise the means that would be employed – you will
find yourself moving across a series of events leading you towards the objective realization of
this state.Now, here is a practical technique: The first thing you do, you must know exactly what
you want in this world. When you know exactly what you want, make as lifelike a representation
as possible of what you would see, and what you would touch, and what you would do, were you
physically present and physically moving in such a state.For example, suppose I wanted a
home, but I had no money – but I still know what I want. I, without taking anything into
consideration, I would make as life-like a representation of the home that I would like, with all the
things in it that I would want. And then, this night, as I would go to bed, I would in a state, a
drowsy, sleepy state, the state that borders upon sleep,I would imagine that I am actually in such
a house, that were I to step off the bed, I would step upon the floor of that house, were I to leave
this room, I would enter the room that is adjacent to my imagined room in that house. And while I
am touching the furniture and feeling it to be solidly real, and while I am moving from one room
to the other in my imaginary house, I would go to sound asleep in that state.And I know that in a
way, I could not consciously devise, I would realize my house. I have seen it work time and time
again. If I wanted promotion in my business I would ask myself, "What additional responsibilities
would be mine, were I to be given this great promotion? What would I do? What would I say?
What would I see? How would I act? And then in my imagination, I would begin to see and touch



and do and act, as I would outwardly see and touch and act, were I in that position.If I now
desired the mate of my life, were I now in search of some wonderful girl or some wonderful man,
what would I actually find myself doing that would imply that I have found my state? For instance,
suppose now I was a lady, one thing I would definitely do, I would wear a wedding ring. I would
take my imaginary hands, and I would feel the ring, that I would imagine to be there. And I would
keep on feeling it and feeling it until it seemed to me to be solidly real. I would give it all the
sensory vividness I am capable of giving anything. And while I am feeling my imaginary ring –
which implies that I am married – I would sleep.This story is told us in The Song of Songs, or A
Song of Solomon. It is said, "At night on my bed, I sought him whom my soul loveth. I found him
whom my soul loveth, and I would not let him go, until I had brought him into my mother's house,
right into the chamber of her that conceived me."If I would take that beautiful poem and put it into
modern English, into practical language, it would be this: "While sitting in my chair I would feel
myself right into the situation of my fulfilled desire, and having felt myself into that state I would
not let it go. I would keep that mood alive, and in that mood I would sleep." That is taking it "right
into my mother's chamber, into the chamber of her that conceived me."You know, people are
totally unaware, of this fantastic power, of the imagination, but when man begins to discover this
power within him, he never plays the part that he formerly played. He doesn't turn back and
become just a reflector of life; from here on in he is the affecter of life. The secret of it, is to center
your imagination in the feeling of the wish fulfilled, and remain therein. For in our capacity, to live
IN the feeling of the wish fulfilled, lies our capacity to live the more abundant life.Most of us are
afraid to imagine ourselves as important and noble individuals, secure in our contribution to the
world, just because, at the very moment that we start our assumption, reason, and our senses
deny, the truth of our assumption. We seem to be in the grip of an unconscious urge, which
makes us cling desperately to the world of familiar things, and resist all that threatens to tear us
away from our familiar and seemingly safe moorings.Well, I appeal to you to try it. If you try it, you
will discover this great wisdom of the ancients. For they told it to us in their own strange,
wonderful, symbolical form. But unfortunately you and I misinterpreted their stories and took it for
history, when they intended it as instruction to simply achieve our every objective. You see,
imagination puts us inwardly in touch with the world of states.These states are existent, they are
present now, but they are mere possibilities while we think OF them. But they become
overpoweringly real, when we think FROM them and dwell IN them. You know, there is a wide
difference between thinking OF what you want in this world and thinking FROM what you
want.Let me tell you when I first heard of this strange and wonderful power of the imagination. It
was in 1933 in New York City. An old friend of mine taught it to me. He turned to the fourteenth of
John, and this is what he read: "In my father's house are many mansions. If it were not so, I
would have told you. I go to prepare a place for you, and if I go and prepare a place for you, I will
come again and receive you unto myself, that where I AM, there ye may be also."He explained to
me that this central character of the Gospels was human imagination; that 'mansion' was not a
place in some heavenly house, but simply my desire. If I would make a living representation of



the state desired, and then enter, that state and abide in that state, I would realize it.At the time I
wanted to make a trip to the island of Barbados in the West Indies, but I had no money. He
explained to me that if I would, that night, as I slept in New York City, assume that I was sleeping
in my earthly father's house in Barbados and go sound asleep in that state, that I would realize
my trip. Well, I took him at his word and tried it.For one month, night after night as I fell asleep I
assumed I was sleeping in my father's home in Barbados. At the end of my month an invitation
from my family came inviting me to spend the winter in Barbados. I sailed for Barbados, the early
part of December of that year.From then on, I knew I had found this savior, in myself. The old
man told me that it would never fail. Even after it happened, I could hardly believe, that it would
not have happened anyway. That's how strange this whole thing is. On reflection, it happens so
naturally, you begin to feel or to tell yourself, "Well, it would have happened anyway," and you
quickly recover from this wonderful experience of yours.It never failed me, if I would give the
mood, the imagined mood, sensory vividness. I could tell you unnumbered case histories to
show you how it works, but in essence it is simple: You simply know what you want. When you
know what you want, you are thinking of it. That is not enough.You must now begin to think
FROM it. Well, how could I think from it? I am sitting here, and I desire to be elsewhere. How
could I, while sitting here physically, put myself in imagination at a point in space, removed from
this room, and make that real to me? Quite easily. My imagination puts me in touch inwardly, with
that state. I imagine that I am actually where I desire to be. How can I tell that I am there? There
is one way to prove that I am there. For what a man sees when he describes his world is, as he
describes it, relative to himself. So what the world looks like depends entirely upon where I stand
when I make my observation.So if, as I describe my world, it is related to that point in space, I
imagine that I am occupying, then I must be there. I am not there physically, no, but I AM there in
my imagination, and my imagination is my real self!And where I go in imagination and make it
real, there I shall go in the flesh, also. When in that state I fall asleep, it is done. I have never seen
it fail. So this is the simple technique upon how to use your imagination, to realize your every
objective.Here is a very healthy and productive exercise for the imagination, something that you
should do daily: Daily relive the day as you wish you had lived it, revising the scenes to make
them conform to your ideals. For instance, suppose today's mail brought disappointing news.
Revise the letter. Mentally rewrite it and make it conform to the news you wish you had received.
Or, suppose you didn't get the letter you wish you had received. Write yourself the letter and
imagine that you received such a letter.Let me tell you a story that took place in New York not
very long ago. In my audience sat this lady who had heard me, oh, numerous times, and I was
telling the story of revision – that man, not knowing the power of imagination, he goes to sleep at
the end of his day, tired and exhausted, accepting as final all the events of the day. And I was
trying to show that man should, at that moment before he sleeps, he should rewrite the entire
day and make it conform to the day he wished he had experienced.Here is the way a lady wisely
used this law of revision: It appears that two years ago she was ordered out of her daughter-in-
law's home. For two years there was no correspondence. She had sent her grandson at least



two dozen presents in that interval, but not one was ever acknowledged. Having heard the story
of revision, this is what she did: As she retired at night, she mentally constructed two letters, one
she imagined coming from her grandson, and the other from her daughter-in-law. In these letters
they expressed deep affection for her and wondered why she had not called to see them.This
she did for seven consecutive nights, holding in her imaginary hand the letter she imagined she
had received and reading these letters over and over until it aroused within her the satisfaction of
having heard. Then she slept. On the eighth day she received a letter from her daughter-in-law.
On the inside there were two letters, one from her grandson and one from the daughter-in-law.
They practically duplicated the imaginary letters that this grandmother had written to herself
eight days before.This art of revision can be used in any department of your life. Take the matter
of health. Suppose you were ill. Bring before your mind's eye the image of a friend. Put upon that
face, an expression which implies, that he or she sees in you, that which you want the whole
world to see.Just imagine he is saying to you that he has never seen you look better, and you
reply, "I have never felt better." Suppose your foot was injured. Then do this: Construct mentally,
a drama which implies, that you are walking – that you are doing all the things that you would do
if the foot was normal, and do it over and over and over until it takes on the tones of reality.
Whenever you do, in your imagination, that which you would like to do, in the outer world, that
you WILL do, in the outer world.The one requisite is to arouse your attention in a way, and to
such intensity, that you become wholly absorbed in the revised action. You will experience an
expansion and refinement of the senses by this imaginative exercise and, eventually, achieve
vision in the inner world. The abundant life promised us, is ours to enjoy now, but not until we
have the sense of the creator, as our imagination, can we experience it.Persistent imagination,
centered in the feeling of the wish fulfilled, is the secret of all successful operations. This alone is
the means of fulfilling the intention. Every stage of man's progress is made by the conscious,
voluntary exercise of the imagination. Then you will understand why all poets have stressed, the
importance of controlled, vivid imagination.Listen to this one, by the great William Blake:In your
own bosom, you bear your heaven and earth,And all you behold, though it appears without,It is
within, in your imagination,Of which this world of mortality, is but a shadow.Try it, and you too will
prove that your imagination is the creator.Now let us go into the silence.Lecture 4 - The
Foundation Stone – ImaginationNeville Goddard 12-1-1959We believe that man can create
anything he desires.We believe the Universe is infinite response and the one who causes it is
the individual perceiver. Nothing is independent of your perception of it.We are so interwoven we
are part of the machine, but as we awake we detach ourselves from this machine and make life
as we wish it to be."For man is all Imagination and God is man and exists in us and we in him."
"The eternal body of man is the Imagination: that is God himself." You can imagine and I can
imagine, and if we can be faithful to the state imagined it must appear in our world. This is not
new. This was given centuries ago, for we have it in the Bible; but people do not know how to
read the Bible, so they got together and organized it into an "ism."It is not an "ism," but it is the
great plan to free man.The Bible shows this plan in detail.We will turn to a few passages and



show you what those who wrote it intended we should see."Thus says the Lord God, 'Behold, I
am laying in Zion for a foundation a stone, a tested stone, a precious cornerstone, of a sure
foundation: He who believes will not be in haste.'" Now, we are told in the Book of Psalms that
the world rejected the stone. "The stone which the builders rejected has become the head of the
corner." "You cannot lay any other stone." "On this stone you may build gold, silver, hay, or
stubble and the day will reveal it." I tell you that this stone is your Imagination, and it is called in
the Bible: Christ Jesus, or God, or the Lord.It is your Imagination, which is one with the Divine
Imagination which created, sustains, changes, and even destroys parts of the creation. This is
the stone that is tested and it is a sure foundation, and he who believes in it will not be in haste. If
I can but imagine and know that imagining creates reality I will not be impatient or lead a
superficial life. When a man does not live in his Imagination he will become impatient of the
outcome of what he desires, and finally he will become violent in his effort to get things.Here is
one who asks the question: "Who do men say that the Son of Man is?" Some said this and some
that, but again he asked: "But who do you say that I AM?" "And Simon Peter replied, 'You are the
Christ, the Son of the Living God.' And Jesus answered him, 'Blessed are you, Simon Barjona!
For flesh and blood has not revealed this to you, but my Father who is in Heaven. And I tell you,
you are Peter, and on this rock I will build my church."The churches tell you that it means a man
called Peter. It is not an individual. The whole thing takes place in the mind of you the individual.
You imagine a certain state and it is called Peter. If it were a man called Peter, you would not find
what you find six verses later. For there he turns to the same character, Peter, and says to him:
"Get behind me Satan: You are a hindrance to me; for you are not on the side of God, but of
men." That is what every man in the world does. He gets a revelation and he realizes the
foundation stone is Imagining. He sees a friend who needs help and he imagines he has what
he wants. If he believes it, he is not in haste. He is imagining what he wants and he is not violent,
and he is not concerned, and he does not give suggestions to the friend as to what to do
physically to bring his desire to pass.If the foundation stone is true, there is only one power to
support it. If he knows that, he will not allow himself to be turned; he will remain faithful to his
assumption. But we are told in the Bible story that the one who had been commended, Peter,
turned and became violent, and then Jesus said to him, "Get behind me, Satan." You turn back
to the ways of men to get things to go as you want them to go. You pull all the wires and therefore
you have turned from the only foundation in the world, and that is Christ Jesus, which is human
Imagination. If you believe this you will not reject the stone."Stone" is "even" [in Hebrew] and it
means to create, or build, or beget children. Here is a stone in "Zion" (which means a high
pinnacle or a barren place). That is man, before the stone is sunk in him. He is the waste, the
desert. Sunk in man as his Imagination is the only foundation stone, for [there is] no other
foundation of the living God and he has sunk himself in me. Therefore, I AM the son of the living
God, for there is only one and I AM He. If I believe this, I will not be impatient. "He who believes it
will not be in haste." This is the Lord's way. I ask you to test it. Bring before your mind's eye what
you want to see in this world.It may be business or a friend's good fortune. It can be anything, for



on this foundation you can put stubble, or wood, or hay. You are building with hay when you say
of someone: "I know – he was no good." They lived in that state concerning another and then it
came to pass – and they say: "I always thought he was like that." Some of us build strange things
for another. We were imagining on the only foundation, but we have put stubble on it instead of
gold or silver, and the day revealed it, and then we cannot relate what happens to anything we
have done.The Hebrew meaning of the "stone" is to beget children. All the events of my life are
my children. Everyone can build on this one foundation. "I am laying in Zion a stone." What
stone? God is burying himself in everyone in the world. It is a true stone, a precious cornerstone,
and one who believes will not be in haste. I have seen an imaginal act take two years to come
forth, but when it appeared – what a giant! I have seen it come in an hour. But do not be in haste
or think there is any other foundation and – like Peter – turn to another foundation, growing
violent toward those who would lead Jesus to the cross. But Christ said: "I came to move toward
the cross. Get behind me, Satan. You are a hindrance to me."If I am still in the machine, I think
the good things come only by accident or chance. Let the wheel turn, for each must go through
all the furnaces until he awakens and sees the whole universe as infinite response. The day will
come when every person, at a certain degree of awakening, will freeze an activity within himself,
and as it comes to a stop within him, that whole section is "dead." The laws of nature are only
free action, repeated until they become accepted as a law. Yet you will see leaves in mid-air not
falling, and people moving in space will cease to move but will not fall, for as you stopped the
action within yourself the whole thing stopped. And you will see the whole thing as Zion – the
desert – and the only thing that makes it alive is the stone buried in it.But man becomes lost in
the things he has made and gives to them the power. For example, through the use of his
Imagination he brings money into his world; then he forgets that it was the activity of his mind
that did this, and he sees in the money itself the power to get what he desires. But when he
awakes he will no longer lose himself in his own creation.I say to everyone here: there is only
one stone. If tonight there is someone very ill who needs your help and you imagine the best for
him and then you get news that he is worse tomorrow, do not be impatient, but remain faithful to
the one stone laid in Zion. What more can you do after you have imagined? Someone writes to
you about a problem. Imagine for them what they desire and then do not turn aside to do
anything to make it come true. You remain faithful, and it will create the conditions necessary to
bring fulfillment.You can look at someone with deep concern and want a change. You do not
voice it, but lock it in, and then forty-eight hours later there is initiated what you set in motion.
And they wonder: "Could my problem be traced to so-and-so?" Just the very thing you had been
thinking! You entertained their problem with deep concern, and then you will ask: "Did you
influence me or did I influence you? When did you entertain this thought?" And they say: "Just
now," and then you say: "Forty-eight hours ago I entertained this thought, but I did not say it
aloud." That makes no difference. All things by a law divine in one another's beings mingle. We
all influence each other. We are all interpenetrated, and the more one is deeply concerned for
another, the more he is penetrated by another.I say the universe is infinite response, but it also



gives back more than you imagine. It is pressed down and running over. Therefore, to be
negative can be frightening. The good will come back a thousand fold, but so will the negative.
But if I am optimistic and do not waver, I will bring that also pressed down and running over. It is
something wonderful; it will come like a gusher. The world responds more than it takes, and it
gives to the individual more than he imagines – good or bad.I say to everyone that the greatest
of books is the Bible, but people have organized it, and even say they have found the remains of
Peter or some other Biblical character. Peter is not a man, but a state. You rise up to the crown of
it all and that is Christ. States are permanent but I am not fixed; I AM a living moving being. I can
be praised for one state and then I see a morning headline, say, and move from that true
foundation, and then the power rebukes me as Satan, for I reacted instead of acted.Would you
like to be in the state called Peter, the one addressed in Matthew 16? How? Let me say, and
mean it: "My Imagination is God and there is no other." It is one with the supreme power and let
me live in that state, and then I am being addressed: "You are blessed, Simon Barjona." It means
the depth of my being is giving it to me. Can I do it? The day that you do it and remember you did
it, at that moment you are relating that story. When Peter confessed: "Thou art the Christ," that is
the stone on which the whole thing rests, but when he got away from that and reacted, then he
was called Satan, or the re-actor.God is begetting sons by means of the stone. He buries himself
in every man in the world, but he is rejected. I can tell you these things here, but if I told them
across the airways I would be immediately turned off. People cannot believe they are
responsible for their imaginal acts. They do not want to believe it. I cannot be free of the results
of what I imagine. Go out determined to prove it, and having proved it, keep the stone alive.
There is no other stone. "No other can any man lay, which is Christ Jesus," But on this build
anything – but build gold, do not build hay or stubble. I want everyone here to test it. Take
someone who is really distressed, and if you believe in the foundation you will leave here tonight
without any concern for them, even if you receive wires stating things are worse. It might take a
week or a month, but that which you have imagined, if you remain faithful to the stone, will
come.I have seen a man looking at a building – which is an inanimate thing – and you would say
it could not respond. How can he look at it and see his name on it when he does not have a
nickel? But he did it. I know the man. [Neville's brother] and in a way he could not have devised,
the building became his. Let no one tell you that something cannot respond, but when we are
still part of the machine, we cannot quite see that we are the cause of everything in our world,
and we hope good fortune will smile on us. Then when you set something bad in motion, as the
machine turns you cannot see what caused it, but when you become awake you can control the
machine. It responds to the imaginal acts of the awakened man, for the awakened man is in
control.A thrill is in store for you when you can finally stop all activity and the whole thing will
freeze. You will know what the so-called wise men say, but you will hear only these words: "I
thank you Father that you have hid these things from the wise and pious and revealed them unto
babes." For you will know that it is the perceiver who is making everything alive. For you will find
that nothing is independent of the mind of the perceiver. A truly awakened teacher could freeze



certain sections for the edification of his students if he chose.By normal standards everything
would die if you suspended activity; but it does not die, for there is nothing outside of your
perception of it. Take your boss or an employee and represent them to yourself as you want
them to be, and believe in the reality of the foundation stone, and then you will not make haste to
bring it to pass. For Imagination is creating reality, and in a way no one knows it will be brought to
pass if you remain faithful to that foundation stone. It makes no difference who you are or what
you have. The man who cannot always sign a check to realize a dream is better off, for he is
more awake; for he must use the talent God gave him, which is God himself. If I can always put
pressure on someone to get what I want, I will never know I am this machine. But if I have to do it
all within myself, then I know.A story was told me tonight of a man who had lost his wife at the
birth of his son, and the child was taken to St. Louis to be brought up by his wife's sister. This
man had tried for seven years to get enough ahead to take a trip to St. Louis to see the child. He
constantly tried to see himself getting a job with more money so he could make the trip. He was
told that by the right use of this law he should only see himself with his child and let the way be
left to God. Following this he was given a job that took him from Los Angeles to New Orleans.
But that was not near St. Louis. He took the job and persisted in his dream, and in three months
he was transferred to the St. Louis run and given a twenty-four hour layover there every
week.The best thing that ever happened to me was when I was fired from Macy's during the
depression. I might be captain of the elevators if I had stayed there. My father lost everything he
owned, and that proved to be the beginning of the great dream he brought to pass. One person
believed in him and he started on that, and when he made his exit last October, he had given to
his community much that no one had ever given before. The blackest day of his life turned out to
be the bright day of his life. No matter what you have done, forget it. You are God and God is
untarnished, for he is all imagining.Now, you start to imagine and make it something of which
you can be proud. Make it big. If it is truly the stone being laid in Zion, do not turn to any
argument of man. You be faithful, and whatever you put on the stone as an imaginal activity will
come into your world. Of course, you may go back to the world of men, like Peter. He denied the
stone three times but he did then return to it again. You may do that, but in the end you will learn,
for in the depth of your being the words are being said: "Get behind me, Satan." But I have seen
people forget. I have seen them rise from nothing to great heights and then say: "It would have
happened anyway." They do not believe that their imaginal activity was the foundation on which
they built that structure. There is only one stone and that is your wonderful Imagination.This
works better if you do not try to aid it on the outside, for it is not flesh and blood that revealed it to
you. You got it from the Christ.Now let us go into the silence.Lecture 5 - The Secret of
ImaginingNeville Goddard – (Circa 1960)It may seem incredible, but it is true, the world in which
we live, is the world of imagination. In fact, life itself is an activity of imagining. All that we behold,
though it appears without, it is within, in our imagination, of which this world of mortality, is but a
shadow. Nothing appears or continues in being, by a power of its own. Events happen, because
comparatively stable imaginal activity created them, and they continue in being, only as long as



they receive such support.Therefore the secret of imagining, is the greatest of all problems, to
the solution of which, everyone should aspire. For supreme power, supreme wisdom and
supreme joy, lie in the solution of this great mystery. When man solves the mystery of imagining,
he will have discovered the secret of causation, and that is, imagining creates reality. Divine
imagining and human imagining are not two powers at all, but one. The valid distinction which
exists between them, lies not in the substance which they operate, but in the degree of intensity
of the operant power itself.Acting at high tension, an imaginal act, is an immediate objective fact.
Keyed low, an imaginal act, is realized in the time processed.Human history, with its forms of
government, its revolutions, its wars, and in fact the rise and fall of nations, could be written in
terms of the imaginal activities of men and women. All imaginative men and women, are forever
casting forth enchantment, and all passive men and women, who have no powerful imaginative
lives, are continually passing under the spell of their power. If imagination is the only thing that
acts, or is, in existing beings or men, as Blake believes, then we should never be certain it was
not some woman, treading in the wine press, who began that subtle change in men's minds, or
that the passion, because of which the Earth has been drenched in blood, did not begin in the
imagination of some Sheppard boy lighting up his eye for a moment, before it ran upon its
way.The future, is the imaginal activity of man, in its creative march, imagining is the creative
power, not only of the poet, the artist, the actor and orator, but of the scientist, the inventor, the
merchant and the artisan. It's of use in unrestrained, unlovely image making, is obvious. But its
abuse in undo repression, breathes of sterility, which robs a man of actual wealth of experience.
Imagining novel solutions, to ever more complex problems, is far more noble than to restrain or
kill out the desire. Light is the continuing solution of a continuously synthetic problem. Imagining
creates events.Our world, created out of men's imagining, comprise unnumbered warring
beliefs. Therefore there can never be a perfect stable or static state. Today's events are bound to
disturb our yesterdays established order. Imaginative men and women invariably unsettle a pre-
existing peace of mind. Hold fast to your ideal in your imagination, nothing can take it from you,
but your failure to persist in imagining the ideal realized. Imagine only such states that are of
value or promise well. To attempt to change circumstances, before we change our imaginal
activity, is to struggle against the very nature of things. There can be no outer change, until there
is first an imaginal change. Everything we do unaccompanied by an imaginal change, is but futile
readjustment of surfaces.Imagining the wish fulfilled brings about a union, with that state, and
during that union, we behave in keeping with our imaginal change. This shows us that an
imaginal change will result in a change of behavior. However, our ordinary imaginal alterations,
as we pass from one state to another, are not transformations, because each of them is so
rapidly succeeded by another, in the reverse direction. But whenever one state grows so stable,
as to become our constant mood, our habitual attitude, then that habitual state defines our
character and is a true transformation.Now let me call your attention to the design on the cover
of this record. You will notice a man sitting on a park bench, imagining himself being in a home.
This is the secret of those who lie in bed awake, while they dream things true. They know how to



live in their own dream house, until in fact, they do. Man, through the medium of a controlled
waking dream, can predetermine his future. That imaginal activity, of living in the feeling of the
wish fulfilled, leads man across a bridge of incidents, to the fulfillment of the dream.If we live in
the dream, thinking from it, and not of it, then the creative power of imagining will answer our
adventurous fancy and the wish fulfilled will break in upon us and take us unaware. Man is all
imagination, Therefore man must be, where he is, in imagination, for his imagination is
himself.To realize that imagination is not something tied to the senses, or enclosed within the
special boundary of the body, is most important. For though man moves about in space, by
movement of his physical body, he need not be so restricted. He can move by a change in what
he is aware of. However real the scene, on which sight rests, man can gaze in one never before
witnessed. He can always remove the mountain, if it upsets his concept of what life ought to
be.This ability to mentally move, from things as they are, to things as they ought to be, is one of
the most important discoveries that man can make. It reveals man as the center of imagining,
with powers of intervention, which enable him to alter the course of observed events. Moving
from success to success, through a series of mental transformations, of nature, of others and
himself.How does he do it? Self abandonment, that is the secret. He has to abandon himself
mentally to his wish fulfilled, in his love for that state, and in so doing, live in the new state and no
more in the old state. Now we can't commit ourselves to what we do not love, so the secret of
self commission is Faith plus Love. Faith is believing what is incredible. We commit ourselves to
the feeling of the wish fulfilled. In Faith, that this act of self commission, will become a reality, and
it will, because imagining creates reality. Imagination is both conservative and transformative. It
is conservative, when it builds its world from images supplied by memory, and the evidence of
the senses.It is creatively transformative when it imagines things as they ought to be, building its
world out of the generous dreams of fancy. In the procession of images, the ones that take
precedent, naturally are those of the senses. Nevertheless a present sense impression is only
an image, it does not differ in nature from a memory image or the image of a wish. What makes
a present sense impression so objectively real, is the individuals imagination functioning in it and
thinking from it. Whereas in a memory of it or a wish, the individual's imagination is not
functioning in it and thinking from it, but is functioning out of it and thinking of it.If the individual
would enter into the image, in his imagination, as a design on the cover of this record suggests,
then would he know what it is to be creatively transformative, then would he realize his wish and
then he would be happy.Every image can be embodied, but unless man himself enters the
image and thinks from it, it is incapable of birth. Therefore it is the height of folly, to expect the
wish to be realized, by the mere passage of time. That which requires imaginative occupancy, to
produce its effect, obviously cannot be effective, without such occupancy.We cannot be in one
image and not suffer the consequences of not being in another. Imagination is spiritual
sensation. Enter the image of the wish fulfilled, then give it sensory vividness and tones of
reality, by mentally acting, as you would act, were it a physical fact. Now this is what I mean by
spiritual sensation. Imagine that you are holding a rose in your hand, smell it, do you detect the



odor of roses? Well if the rose is not here, why is its fragrance in the air? To spiritual sensation,
that is, to imaginal sight, sound, scent, taste and touch, man can give to image, sensory
vividness. If he does, all things will conspire to aid his harvesting and on reflection, he will see
how subtle with a thread, that led to his goal. He could have never devised the means, which is
imaginal activity, which is used to fulfill itself.If man longs to escape from his present sense
sensation, to transform his present life, into a dream of might well be, he has but to imagine that
he is already what he wants to be and then feel the way he would expect to feel, under such
circumstances. Let him, like the make believe of a child, who has been making the world after its
own heart, create his world out of pure dreams of fancy. Let him mentally enter into his dream, let
him mentally do what he would actually do, were it physically true. He will discover that dreams
are realized, not by the rich, but by the imaginative.Nothing stands between man and the
fulfillment of his dream, but facts, and facts are the creations of imagining. If man changes his
imagining, he will change the facts. Man and his past, are one continuous structure. This
structure contains all of the facts, which have been conserved and still operate below the
threshold of his surface mind. For him, it is merely history, for him it seems unalterable, a dead
and permanently fixed past, but for itself it is living, it is part of the living age.He cannot leave
behind him the mistakes of the past, for nothing disappears. Everything that has been is still in
existence. The past still exists, and it gives — and still gives — its results. Man must go back in
memory, seek for and destroy the causes of evil, however far back they lie. This going into the
past and replaying a scene of the past in imagination as it ought to have been played the first
time, I call revision — and revision results in repeal.Changing our life means changing the
past.The causes of any present evil, are the unrevised scenes of the past. The past and the
present form the whole structure of man; it is carrying all of its contents with it. Any alteration of
content will result in an alteration in the present and future. Live nobly — so that mind can store a
past well worthy of recall. Should you fail to do so, remember, the first act of correction or cure is
always — "revise." If the past is recreated into the present, so will the revised past be recreated
into the present, or else the promise... that though your sins are like scarlet, they shall be as
white as snow, is a lie.The question may arise as to how, by representing others to ourselves, as
better than they really were, or mentally rewriting a letter to make it conform to our wish, or by
revising the scene of an accident, the interview with the employer, and so on — could change
what seems to be the unalterable facts of the past, but remember my claims for imagining:
Imagining Creates Reality.What it makes, it can unmake. It is not only conservative, building a life
from images supplied by memory, it is also creatively transformative, altering a theme already in
being. The parable of the unjust steward, gives the answer to this question. We can alter our
world by means of a certain "illegal" practice, by means of a falsification of the facts, that is, by
means of a certain intentional alteration of that which we have experienced. All this is done in
one's own imagination. This is a form of falsehood which not only is not condemned, but is
actually approved in the gospel teaching. By means of such a falsehood, a man destroys the
causes of evil and acquires friends and on the strength of this revision proves, judging by the



high praise the unjust steward received from his master, that he is deserving of confidence.Your
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1 - By Imagination We BecomeNeville Goddard July, 1951Radio Talk, Station KECA, Los
AngelesHow many times have we heard someone say, "Oh, it’s only his imagination?"Only his
imagination – man’s imagination is the man himself. No man has too little imagination, but few
men have disciplined their imagination. Imagination is itself indestructible. Therein lies the horror
of its misuse. Daily, we pass some stranger on the street and observe him muttering to himself,
carrying on an imaginary argument with one not present. He is arguing with vehemence, with
fear or with hatred, not realizing that he is setting in motion, by his imagination, an unpleasant
event which he will presently encounter.The world, as imagination sees it, is the real world. Not
facts, but figments of the imagination, shape our daily lives. It is the exact and literal minded who
live in a fictitious world. Only imagination can restore the Eden from which experience has driven
us out. Imagination is the sense by which we perceived the above, the power by which we
resolve vision into being. Every stage of man’s progress is made by the exercise of the
imagination.It is only because men do not perfectly imagine and believe that their results are
sometimes uncertain, when they might always be perfectly certain. Determined imagination is
the beginning of all successful operation. The imagination, alone, is the means of fulfilling the
intention. The man who, at will, can call up whatever image he pleases is, by virtue of the power
of his imagination, least of all subject to caprice. The solitary or captive can, by intensity of
imagination and feeling, affect myriads so that he can act through many men and speak through
many voices."We should never be certain", wrote William Butler Yeats in his "Idea's of Good and
Evil", "that it was not some woman treading in the winepress who began that subtle change in



men’s minds, or that the passion did not begin in the mind of some shepherd boy, lighting up his
eyes for a moment before it ran upon its way."Let me tell you the story of a very dear friend of
mine, at the time the costume designer of the Music Hall in New York. She told me, one day, of
her difficulty in working with one of the producers who invariably criticized and rejected her best
work unjustly that he was often rude and seemed deliberately unfair to her.Upon hearing her
story, I reminded her, as I am reminding you, that men can only echo to us that which we whisper
to them in secret. I had no doubt but that she silently argued with the producer, not in the flesh,
but in quiet moments to herself. She confessed that she did just that each morning as she
walked to work. I asked her to change her attitude toward him, to assume that he was
congratulating her on her fine designs and she, in turn, was thanking him for his praise and
kindness. This young designer took my advice and, as she walked to the theater, she imagined a
perfect relationship of the producer praising her work and she, in turn, responding with gratitude
for his appreciation.This she did morning after morning and in a very short while, she discovered
for herself that her own attitude determined the scenery of her existence. The behavior of the
producer completely reversed itself. He became the most pleasant professional employer she
had encountered. His behavior merely echoed the changes that she had whispered within
herself. What she did was by the power of imagination. Her fantasy led his and she, herself,
dictated to him the discourse they eventually had together at the time she was seemingly
walking alone.Let us set ourselves, here and now, a daily exercise of controlling and disciplining
our imagination. What finer beginning than to imagine better than the best we know for a friend.
There is no coal of character so dead that it will not glow and flame if but slightly turned.Don’t
blame only resolve. Life, like music, can, by a new setting, turn all its discords into harmonies.
Represent your friend to yourself as already expressing that which he desires to be. Let us know
that with whatever attitude we approach another, a similar attitude approaches us.How can we
do this? Do what my friend did. To establish rapport, call your friend mentally. Focus your
attention on him and mentally call his name just as you would to attract his attention were you to
see him on the street. Imagine that he has answered, mentally hear his voice – imagine that he is
telling you of the great good you have desired for him. You, in turn, tell him of your joy in
witnessing his good fortune. Having mentally heard that which you wanted to hear, having
thrilled to the news heard, go about your daily task.Your imagined conversation must awaken
what it affirmed the acceptance of the end wills the means. And the wisest reflection could not
devise more effective means than those which are willed by the acceptance of the end.
However, your conversation with your friend must be in a manner which does not express the
slightest doubt as to the truth of what you imagine that you hear and say. If you do not control
your imagination, you will find that you are hearing and saying all that you formerly heard and
said.We are creatures of habit and habit, though not law, acts like the most compelling law in
the world. With this knowledge of the power of imagination, be as the disciplined man and
transform your world by imagining and feeling only what is lovely and of good report. The
beautiful idea you awaken in yourself shall not fail to arouse its affinity in others. Do not wait four



months for the harvest. Today is the day to practice the control and discipline of your
imagination. Man is only limited by weakness of attention and poverty of imagination. The great
secret is a controlled imagination and a well sustained attention, firmly and repeatedly focused
on the object to be accomplished."Now is the acceptable time to give beauty for ashes, joy for
mourning, praise for the spirit of heaviness that they might be called trees of righteousness, the
planting of the Lord that He might be glorified."Now is the time to control our imagination and
attention. By control, I do not mean restraint by will power, but rather cultivation through love and
compassion. With so much of the world in discord, we cannot possibly emphasize too strongly
the power of imaginative love.Imaginative Love, that is my subject next Sunday morning, when I
shall speak for Dr. Bailes, while he is on his holiday. The services will be held, as always, at the
Fox Wilshire Theater, on Wilshire Boulevard, near La Cienega, at 10:30."As the world is, so is
the individual", should be changed to, "As the individual is, so is the world".And I hope to be able
to bring to each of you present the true meaning of the words of Zechariah, "Speak ye every
man the truth to his neighbor and let none of you imagine evil in your hearts against his
neighbor"What a wonderful challenge to you and to me."As a man thinketh in his heart, so is
he."As a man imagines, so is he. Hold fast to love in your imagination. By creating an ideal within
your mental sphere, you can approximate yourself to this "ideal image" till you become one and
the same with it, thereby transforming yourself into it, or rather, absorbing its qualities into the
very core of your being. Never, never, lose sight of the power that is within you. Imaginative love
lifts the invisible into sight and gives us water in the desert. It builds for the soul its only fit abiding
place.Beauty, love and all of good report are the garden, but imaginative love is the way into the
garden.Sow an imaginary conversation, you reap an act Sow an act, you reap a habit Sow a
habit, you reap a character Sow a character, you reap your destiny.By imagination, we are all
reaping our destinies, whether they be good, bad, or indifferent.Imagination has full power of
objective realization and every stage of man’s progress or regression is made by the exercise of
imagination. I believe, with William Blake, "What seems to be, is, to those to whom it seems to
be, and is productive of the most dreadful consequences to those to whom it seems to be, even
of torments, despair, and eternal death".By imagination and desire, we become what we desire
to be. Let us affirm to ourselves that we are what we imagine. If we persist in the assumption that
we are what we wish to be, we will become transformed into that which we have imagined
ourselves to be. We were born by a natural miracle of love and, for a brief space of time, our
needs were all another’s care. In that simple truth lies the secret of life. Except by love, we
cannot truly live at all.Our parents, in their separate individualities, have no power to transmit life.
So, back we come to the basic truth that life is the offspring of love. Therefore, no love, no
life.Thus, it is rational to say that "God is Love". Love is our birthright. Love is the fundamental
necessity of our life.Do not go seeking for that which you are. Those who go seeking for love
only make manifest their own lovelessness and the loveless never find love. Only the loving find
love and they never have to seek for it.Now let us go into the silence.Lecture 1 - By Imagination
We BecomeNeville Goddard July, 1951Radio Talk, Station KECA, Los AngelesHow many times



have we heard someone say, "Oh, it’s only his imagination?"Only his imagination – man’s
imagination is the man himself. No man has too little imagination, but few men have disciplined
their imagination. Imagination is itself indestructible. Therein lies the horror of its misuse. Daily,
we pass some stranger on the street and observe him muttering to himself, carrying on an
imaginary argument with one not present. He is arguing with vehemence, with fear or with
hatred, not realizing that he is setting in motion, by his imagination, an unpleasant event which
he will presently encounter.The world, as imagination sees it, is the real world. Not facts, but
figments of the imagination, shape our daily lives. It is the exact and literal minded who live in a
fictitious world. Only imagination can restore the Eden from which experience has driven us out.
Imagination is the sense by which we perceived the above, the power by which we resolve vision
into being. Every stage of man’s progress is made by the exercise of the imagination.It is only
because men do not perfectly imagine and believe that their results are sometimes uncertain,
when they might always be perfectly certain. Determined imagination is the beginning of all
successful operation. The imagination, alone, is the means of fulfilling the intention. The man
who, at will, can call up whatever image he pleases is, by virtue of the power of his imagination,
least of all subject to caprice. The solitary or captive can, by intensity of imagination and feeling,
affect myriads so that he can act through many men and speak through many voices."We should
never be certain", wrote William Butler Yeats in his "Idea's of Good and Evil", "that it was not
some woman treading in the winepress who began that subtle change in men’s minds, or that
the passion did not begin in the mind of some shepherd boy, lighting up his eyes for a moment
before it ran upon its way."Let me tell you the story of a very dear friend of mine, at the time the
costume designer of the Music Hall in New York. She told me, one day, of her difficulty in working
with one of the producers who invariably criticized and rejected her best work unjustly that he
was often rude and seemed deliberately unfair to her.Upon hearing her story, I reminded her, as
I am reminding you, that men can only echo to us that which we whisper to them in secret. I had
no doubt but that she silently argued with the producer, not in the flesh, but in quiet moments to
herself. She confessed that she did just that each morning as she walked to work. I asked her to
change her attitude toward him, to assume that he was congratulating her on her fine designs
and she, in turn, was thanking him for his praise and kindness. This young designer took my
advice and, as she walked to the theater, she imagined a perfect relationship of the producer
praising her work and she, in turn, responding with gratitude for his appreciation.This she did
morning after morning and in a very short while, she discovered for herself that her own attitude
determined the scenery of her existence. The behavior of the producer completely reversed
itself. He became the most pleasant professional employer she had encountered. His behavior
merely echoed the changes that she had whispered within herself. What she did was by the
power of imagination. Her fantasy led his and she, herself, dictated to him the discourse they
eventually had together at the time she was seemingly walking alone.Let us set ourselves, here
and now, a daily exercise of controlling and disciplining our imagination. What finer beginning
than to imagine better than the best we know for a friend. There is no coal of character so dead



that it will not glow and flame if but slightly turned.Don’t blame only resolve. Life, like music,
can, by a new setting, turn all its discords into harmonies. Represent your friend to yourself as
already expressing that which he desires to be. Let us know that with whatever attitude we
approach another, a similar attitude approaches us.How can we do this? Do what my friend did.
To establish rapport, call your friend mentally. Focus your attention on him and mentally call his
name just as you would to attract his attention were you to see him on the street. Imagine that he
has answered, mentally hear his voice – imagine that he is telling you of the great good you have
desired for him. You, in turn, tell him of your joy in witnessing his good fortune. Having mentally
heard that which you wanted to hear, having thrilled to the news heard, go about your daily
task.Your imagined conversation must awaken what it affirmed the acceptance of the end wills
the means. And the wisest reflection could not devise more effective means than those which
are willed by the acceptance of the end. However, your conversation with your friend must be in
a manner which does not express the slightest doubt as to the truth of what you imagine that you
hear and say. If you do not control your imagination, you will find that you are hearing and saying
all that you formerly heard and said.We are creatures of habit and habit, though not law, acts
like the most compelling law in the world. With this knowledge of the power of imagination, be as
the disciplined man and transform your world by imagining and feeling only what is lovely and of
good report. The beautiful idea you awaken in yourself shall not fail to arouse its affinity in others.
Do not wait four months for the harvest. Today is the day to practice the control and discipline of
your imagination. Man is only limited by weakness of attention and poverty of imagination. The
great secret is a controlled imagination and a well sustained attention, firmly and repeatedly
focused on the object to be accomplished."Now is the acceptable time to give beauty for ashes,
joy for mourning, praise for the spirit of heaviness that they might be called trees of
righteousness, the planting of the Lord that He might be glorified."Now is the time to control our
imagination and attention. By control, I do not mean restraint by will power, but rather cultivation
through love and compassion. With so much of the world in discord, we cannot possibly
emphasize too strongly the power of imaginative love.Imaginative Love, that is my subject next
Sunday morning, when I shall speak for Dr. Bailes, while he is on his holiday. The services will be
held, as always, at the Fox Wilshire Theater, on Wilshire Boulevard, near La Cienega, at
10:30."As the world is, so is the individual", should be changed to, "As the individual is, so is the
world".And I hope to be able to bring to each of you present the true meaning of the words of
Zechariah, "Speak ye every man the truth to his neighbor and let none of you imagine evil in your
hearts against his neighbor"What a wonderful challenge to you and to me."As a man thinketh in
his heart, so is he."As a man imagines, so is he. Hold fast to love in your imagination. By creating
an ideal within your mental sphere, you can approximate yourself to this "ideal image" till you
become one and the same with it, thereby transforming yourself into it, or rather, absorbing its
qualities into the very core of your being. Never, never, lose sight of the power that is within you.
Imaginative love lifts the invisible into sight and gives us water in the desert. It builds for the soul
its only fit abiding place.Beauty, love and all of good report are the garden, but imaginative love



is the way into the garden.Sow an imaginary conversation, you reap an act Sow an act, you
reap a habit Sow a habit, you reap a character Sow a character, you reap your destiny.By
imagination, we are all reaping our destinies, whether they be good, bad, or
indifferent.Imagination has full power of objective realization and every stage of man’s progress
or regression is made by the exercise of imagination. I believe, with William Blake, "What seems
to be, is, to those to whom it seems to be, and is productive of the most dreadful consequences
to those to whom it seems to be, even of torments, despair, and eternal death".By imagination
and desire, we become what we desire to be. Let us affirm to ourselves that we are what we
imagine. If we persist in the assumption that we are what we wish to be, we will become
transformed into that which we have imagined ourselves to be. We were born by a natural
miracle of love and, for a brief space of time, our needs were all another’s care. In that simple
truth lies the secret of life. Except by love, we cannot truly live at all.Our parents, in their separate
individualities, have no power to transmit life. So, back we come to the basic truth that life is the
offspring of love. Therefore, no love, no life.Thus, it is rational to say that "God is Love". Love is
our birthright. Love is the fundamental necessity of our life.Do not go seeking for that which you
are. Those who go seeking for love only make manifest their own lovelessness and the loveless
never find love. Only the loving find love and they never have to seek for it.Now let us go into the
silence.Lecture 2 - Awakened ImaginationNeville Goddard 1954As you have heard, this
morning's subject is "Awakened Imagination". It is my theme for the entire series of nineteen
lectures. Everything is geared towards the awakening of the imagination. I doubt if there is any
subject on which clear thinking is more rare than the imagination. The word itself is made to
serve all kinds of ideas, many of them directly opposed to one another. But here this morning I
hope to convince you that this is the redeeming power in man. This is the power spoken of in the
Bible as the Second Man. "the Lord from Heaven".This is the same power personified for us as a
man called Christ Jesus.In the ancient text it was called Jacob, and there are numberless names
in the Bible all leading up and culminating in the grand flower called Christ Jesus.It may startle
you to identify the central figure of the Gospels as human imagination, but I am quite sure before
the series is over, you will be convinced that this what the ancients intended that we should
know, but man has misread the Gospels as history and biography and cosmology, and so
completely has gone asleep as to the power within himself.Now this morning I have brought you
the means by which this mighty power in us may be awakened.I call it the art of revision. I take
my day and I review it in my mind's eye. I start with the first incident in the morning. I go through
the day; when I come to any scene in my unfolding day that displeased me, or if it didn't
displease me if it was not as perfect as I thought it could have been, I stop right there and I revise
it. I re-write it, and after I have re-written it so that it conforms to the ideal I wished I had
experienced, then I experience that in my imagination as though I had experienced it in the flesh.
I do it over and over until it takes on the tone of reality, and experience convinces me that that
moment that I have revised and relived will not recede into my past.It will advance into my future
to confront me as I have revised it. If I do not revise it, these moments, because they never



recede and they always advance, will advance to confront me perpetuating that strange,
unlovely incident.But if I refuse to allow the sun to descend upon my wrath, so that at the end of
a day I never accept as final the facts of the day, no matter how factual they are, I never accept
them, and revising it I repeal the day and bring about corresponding changes in my outer
world.Now, not only will this art of revision accomplish my every objective, but as I begin to
revise the day it fulfills its great purpose and its great purpose is to awaken in me the being that
men call Christ Jesus, that I call my wonderful human imagination, and when it awakens it is the
eye of God and it turns inward into the world of thought and there I see that what formerly I
believed to exist on the outside really exists within myself.No matter what it is, I then discover
that the whole of Creation is rooted in me and ends in me as I am rooted in and end in God. And
from that moment on I find my real purpose in life and my real purpose is simply to do the will of
Him that sent me, and the will of Him that sent me is this –that of all that he has given me I shall
lose nothing but raise it up again.And what did he give me? He gave me every experience in my
life. He gave me you. Every man, woman and child that I meet is a gift to me from my Father, but
they fell in me because of my attitude towards society, because of my attitude towards
myself.When I begin to awaken and the eye opens and I see the whole is myself made visible, I
then must fulfill my real purpose, which is the will of Him that sent me, and the Will is to raise up
those that I allowed in my ignorance when I slept to descend within me.Then starts the real art of
revision; to be the man, regardless of your impressions of that man, regardless of the facts of the
case that are all staring you in the face, it is your duty when you become awakened to lift him up
within yourself and you will discover that he was never the cause of your displeasure. When you
look at him and you are displeased, look within and you will find the source of the displeasure. It
did not originate there.Now let me give you a case history to illustrate this point. I know a few of
you were at the banquet and maybe a few of you heard me last Thursday on T.V. but I doubt in
this audience of say twenty-three or twenty-four hundred of us, that more than say a hundred
and fifty heard it, and even if you heard it you can hear it time and time again for it is this, that if
you hear it will cause you to act upon it because as I told you, and I think I did last Sunday, but if I
didn't let me tell you now; if you attended the entire nineteen and you became saturated with all
that I have to tell you, so that you had all the knowledge you think it takes to achieve your
objectives, and you did not apply what you received, it would avail you nothing; but a little
knowledge which you carry out in action, you will find to be far more profitable than much
knowledge which you neglect to carry out in action. So by repeating this case history this
morning, though say a hundred or two hundred of you have heard it, it will help you to remember
you must do something about it.This past May in New York City, there sat a lady who had been
coming for years and I made a simple observation that people must become doers of the word
and not mere hearers only.For if a man only hears it and never applies what he hears he will
never really prove or disprove what he has heard; and then I told the story of a lady who had only
heard me three or four times and how she transformed the life of another, and this lady hearing
what one who came only three times and this miracle took place in her life, she went home



determined that she would really apply what she had heard over the years, and this is what she
did.Two years before, after a violent quarrel, she was ordered out of her son's home by her
daughter-in-law. Her son said "Mother, you need no proof from me that I love you: it's obvious: I
think I have proven that every day of my life, but if that is Mary's decision, and I regret it, it must
be my decision, for I love Mary and we live in the same house and it is our house: it is our little
family, and I am sorry she feels this way about it, but you know these little things that culminate in
an explosion as took place today. If that is her decision, it is mine". That was two years ago.She
went home and she realized that night after night for over two years she had allowed the sun to
descend upon her wrath. She thought of this wonderful family that she loved and felt herself
ostracized from it, expelled from the home of her son. She did nothing about revising it and yet I
had been talking revision to my New York audience for the past year.This is what she did now.
She knew the morning's mail brought nothing. This was a Wednesday night. There had been no
correspondence in two years. She had sent her grandson at least a dozen gifts in the two years.
Not one was ever acknowledged. She knew they had been received for she had insured many of
them; so she sat down that night and mentally wrote herself two letters–one from her daughter-
in-law, expressing a great kindness for her, saying that she had been missed in the home and
asking her when she was coming to see them; then she wrote one from her grandson in which
he said "Grandmother, I love you". Then came a little expression of thanks for the last birthday
present, which was in April, and then came a feeling of sadness rather because he hadn't seen
her and begging her to come and see him soon.These two short notes she memorized and then,
as she was about to sleep, she took her imaginary hands and held these letters and she read
them mentally to herself until they woke in her the feeling of joy because she had heard from her
family; that she was wanted once more. She read these letters over and over feeling the joy that
was hers because she had received them and fell asleep in her project. For seven nights this
lady read these two letters. On the morning of the eighth day she received the letter: on the
inside there were two letters–one from her grandson and one from her daughter-in-law. These
letters were identical with the letters she had mentally written to herself seven days
before.Where was the estrangement? Where was the conflict? Where was the source of the
displeasure that was like a running sore over two years? When man's eye is opened he realizes
all that he beholds, though it appears without, it is within–within one's own imagination, of which
this world of mortality is but a shadow.She gave me permission to tell that story. When I told it,
and we came to the period of questions and answers, there was a strange reaction from that
crowd. They wondered what joy life would hold for any of us if we had to write our own letters; if
we had to do everything to ourselves that seemingly is done in joy; that seemingly is
spontaneous coming from another; but I don't want to write myself a love letter from my wife, or
my sweetheart or my friend. I want that one to feel this way towards me and to express it
unknown to me that I may receive a surprise in life.Well, I am not denying that sleeping man
firmly believes that is the way things happen. When a man awakes he realizes that everything he
encounters is apartof himself, and what he does not now comprehend, he knows, because the



eye is opened, that it is related by affinity to some as yet unrealized force in his own being; that
he wrote it but he has forgotten it, that he slapped himself in the face but he has forgotten it; that
within himself he started the entire unfolding drama, and he looks out upon a world, and it
seems strange to him, because most of us in our sleep are totally unaware of what we are doing
from within ourselves.What that lady did, every man and woman in this audience today can do. It
will not take you years to prove it; what I tell you now may startle you; it may seem to be
bordering on insanity for the insane believe in the reality of subjective states and the sane man
only believes in what the senses will allow, what they will dictate, and I'm going to tell you when
you begin to awake, you assert the supremacy of imagination and you put all things in subjection
to it.You never again bow before the dictates of facts and accept life on the basis of the world
without.To you, Truth is not confined by facts but by the intensity of your imagination.So here we
find the embodiment of Truth, which I say is human imagination, standing in the world drama
before the embodiment of reason personified as Pontius Pilate. And he is given the authority to
question truth and they ask him, "What is the truth?" and Truth remains silent. He refuses to
justify any action of his; he refuses to justify anything that was done to him, for he knows no man
cometh unto me save I call him: no man takes away my life, I lay it down myself.You didn't
choose me, I have chosen you. For here is Truth seeing nothing hereafter in pure objectivity, but
seeing everything subjectively related to himself and he the source of all the actions that take
place within his world; so Truth remains absolutely silent and says nothing when reason
questions him concerning the true definition of Truth.Because when the eye opens it knows that
what is an idea to sleeping man is a fact to the awakened imagination, an objective fact, not an
idea. I entertain the idea of a friend and I make some wonderful concept of him in my mind's eye
and when I sleep it seems to be a wish, it seems to be the longing of my heart, but purely
subjective, just an idea. And the eye within me opens, and he stands before me embodying the
quality that I desired in my sleep to see him express. So what is an idea to sleeping man, the
unawakened imagination, is an objective reality to awakened imagination.Now, this exercise
calls for, I would say, the active, voluntary use of imagination as against the passive, involuntary
acceptance of appearances.We never accept as true and as final anything unless it conforms to
the ideal we desire to embody within our world, and we do exactly what the grandmother did. But
now we start it and we do it daily. You may get your results tomorrow; it may come the day after; it
may come in a week, but I assure you they will come.You do not need some strange laboratory,
like our scientists, to prove or disprove this theory.Here in 1905 a young man startled the
scientific world with his equation that no one could even test. It is said not six men lived who
could understand his equation. It was 14 years later before Lord Rutherford could devise the
means to test that equation and he found that it was true, not 100%, because he did not have
the means at his hand to really give it a complete test. It was another 14 years before further
tests could be made. And you know the results of that equation that Einstein gave us in 1905.
For today man, not knowing the power of his own imagination, stands startled at the results of
that unlocking of energy. But he was the man who said, and I put it in the first page of my new



book–"Imagination is more important than knowledge"That was Albert Einstein.Imagination is
more important than knowledge. For if man accepts as final, the facts that evidence bears
witness to, he will never exercise this God-given means of redemption, which is his
imagination.Now I'm going to ask you to test this: you will not take the three weeks that I am here
to prove it or disprove it, but the knowledge of it cannot prove itself, only the application of that
knowledge can prove it or disprove it. I know from experience you cannot disprove it.Take an
objective, take a job, take some conversation with your boss, take an increase in salary. You say
well, the job doesn't allow it, or maybe the Union will not allow it. I don't care what doesn't allow
it.Yesterday morning's mail brought me one, where, in San Francisco, this captain, a pilot, and
he writes me that I saw him backstage after one of my meetings, and there he said, "But Neville,
you are up against a stone wall. I am a trained pilot; I have gone all over the world, all over the
seven seas; I'm a good pilot and I love the sea, not a thing in this world I want to do but go to sea;
yet they restrict me to certain waters because of seniority.No matter what argument I give them
the Union is adamant and they have closed the book on my request." I said, "I don't care what
they have done, you are transferring the power that rightfully belongs to God, which is your own
imagination, to the shadow you cast upon the screen of space."So here, we are in this room;
need it remain a room? Can't you use your imagination to call this a bridge.This is now a bridge
and I am a guest on the bridge of your ship, and you are not in waters restricted by the Union;
you are in waters that you desire to sail your ship.Now close your eyes and feel the rhythm of the
ocean and feel with me and commune with me and tell me of your joy in first proving this
principle. and secondly in being at sea where you want to be.He is now in Vancouver on a ship
bringing a load of lumber down to Panama. He has a complete list that will take him through the
year what this man has to do. He is going into waters legitimately that the Union said he could
not go. This doesn't dispense with unions, but it does not put anyone in our place – no one,
kings, queens, presidents, generals, we take no one and enthrone him and put him beyond the
power that rightfully belongs to God. So I will not violate the law but things will open that I will
never devise.I will sit in the silence and within myself I will revise the picture. I will hear the very
man who told me "No, and that's final" and hear him tell me yes, and a door opens. I don't have
to go and pull strings or pull any wires whatsoever.I call upon this wonderful power within myself,
which man has forgotten completely because he personified it and called it another man, even
though it is a glorious picture of a man but that is not the man: the real man is not in some other
world.When religion speaks, if it's a real religion, it speaks not of another world; it speaks of
another man that is latent but unborn in every man that has attunement with another world of
meaning, so that man sat and he tuned in with another world of meaning and brought into being
a power that he allowed to go to sleep because he read the laws of man too well.He accepted as
final the dictate of facts for they read him the by-laws, they read him the laws of the Union.And
here today he is flying the ocean as he wants to do it.The grandmother is no longer locked out
from the home she loved, but she is in communion, but she was locked out by herself for two
years. And he was locked out by himself for well over 18 months, and burning up day after day



allowing the sun to descend upon his wrath when he had the power within himself and the key to
unlock every door in the world.I say to each and every one of you I wouldn't take from you your
outer comfort, your religion, for all these things are like toys for sleeping man, but I come to
awaken within you that which when it awakes it sees an entirely different world.It sees a world
that no man when he sleeps could ever see, and then he starts to raise within himself every
being that God gave him; and may I tell you God gave you every man that walks the face of the
earth. He also gave it for this purpose that nothing is to be discarded. Everyone in the world must
be redeemed and your individual life is the process by which this redemption is brought to
pass.So we don't discard because the thing is unpleasant, we revise it; revising it we repeal it,
and as we repeal it, it projects itself on the screen of space bearing witness to the power within
us, which is our wonderful human imagination.And I say human advisedly–some would have me
say the word divine. The very word itself means nothing to man. He has pushed it off from
himself completely and divorced himself from the thing that he now bows before and calls by
other names. I say human imagination.As Blake said "Rivers, mountains, cities, villages all are
human". When the eye opens you see them in your own bosom, in your own wonderful bosom
they all exist, they are rooted there. Don't let them fall and remain fallen; lift them up for the will of
my Father is this, that of all that he has given me I should lose nothing but raise it up again, and I
raise it up every time I revise my concept of another and make him conform to the ideal image I
myself would like to express in this world. When I do unto him what I would love the world to do
unto me, and see in me, I am lifting him up.And may I tell you what happens to that man when he
does it? First of all, he is already turned around within himself. He no longer sees the world in
pure objectivity, but the whole world subjectively related to himself, and hang it upon himself. As
he lifts it up do you know he blooms within himself. When this eye of mine was first opened I
beheld man as the prophet saw him. I saw him as a tree walking: some were only like little
antlers of a stag, others were majestic in their foliage, and all that were really awake were in full
bloom. These are the trees in the garden of God. As told us in the old ancient way of revision in
the 61st chapter of the Book of Isaiah – "Go and give beauty for ashes, go and give joy for
mourning, give the spirit of praise for the spirit of heaviness, that they may become trees of
righteousness, plantings to the glory of God."That is what every man must do, that's revision. I
see ash when the business is gone; you can't redeem it, you can't lift it up, conditions are bad
and the thing has turned to ash.Put beauty in its place; see customers, healthy customers,
healthy in finances, healthy in the attitude towards you, healthy in every sense of the word. See
them loving to shop with you if you are a shopkeeper; if you are a factory worker, don't see
anything laying you off, lift it up, put beauty in the place of ash, for that would be ash if you were
laid off with a family to feed. If someone is mourning, put joy in the place of mourning; if someone
is heavy of spirit, put the spirit of praise in place of the spirit of heaviness, and as you do this and
revise the day you turn around, and turning around you turn up, and all the energies that went
down when you were sound asleep and really blind now turn up and you become a tree of
righteousness, a planting to the glory of God. For I have seen them walking this wonderful earth,



which is really the Garden; we have shut ourselves out by our concept of self and we have
turned down.As told us in the Book of Daniel, we were once this glorious tree and it was felled to
the very base, and what formerly sheltered the nations and fed the nations and comforted the
bird and gave some comfort to the animals from the sun of the day, of the heat of the day; and
suddenly some voice said from within, "Let it lie, let it remain as it is, but do not disturb the roots;
I will water it with the dew of heaven and as I water it with the dew of heaven it will once more
grow again, but this time it will consciously grow, it will know what it really is and who it is. In its
past it was majestic but it had no conscious knowledge of its majesty, and I felled it – that was
the descent of man. And now, he will once more spring from within himself and he will be a tree
walking, a glorious, wonderful tree.Now to those who are sound asleep this may seem to you too
startling: this may be just as startling as Einstein's equation was; that was startling too. But I tell
you I've seen it and I see it – men are destined to be trees in the garden of God. They are
planted on earth for a purpose and they don't always remain men, they are transformed as they
turn in and turn up. This is the true meaning of the transfiguration. There is a complete
metamorphosis taking place like the grub into the butterfly. You don't remain what you appear to
be when man is asleep, and there is no more glorious picture in the world than to see this living
animated human being, for every branch within him is represented by an extension of himself
called another, and when he lifts the other up that branch not only comes into leafage but it
blossoms and the living human blossoms that blossom upon the tree of man who awakens.So
that's my message for you this year; I'll give it to you to stir into being that which sleeps in you, for
the son of God sleeps in man and the only purpose of being is to awaken him. So it is not to
awaken this, nice as it appears to be, but this man of sense – is only a casing: it is called the first
man, but the first shall be last and the last shall be first. So that which comes into being second,
like Jacob coming second from his mother's womb, he takes precedence over his brother Esau
who came first. Esau was the one like this, he was made of skin and hair, and Jacob was made a
smooth skinned lad, but that one that comes second suddenly becomes the lord of all the
nations and that one sleeps in every man born of woman, and it is the duty of a teacher or a true
religion to awaken that man, not to talk of another world, not to make promises to be fulfilled
beyond the grave, but to tell him as he awakens now he is in heaven and the kingdom is come
now, this day, on earth.For as he awakens, he revises his day and he repeals his day and
projects a more beautiful picture onto the screen of space.Now let us go into the silence.Lecture
2 - Awakened ImaginationNeville Goddard 1954As you have heard, this morning's subject is
"Awakened Imagination". It is my theme for the entire series of nineteen lectures. Everything is
geared towards the awakening of the imagination. I doubt if there is any subject on which clear
thinking is more rare than the imagination. The word itself is made to serve all kinds of ideas,
many of them directly opposed to one another. But here this morning I hope to convince you that
this is the redeeming power in man. This is the power spoken of in the Bible as the Second Man.
"the Lord from Heaven".This is the same power personified for us as a man called Christ
Jesus.In the ancient text it was called Jacob, and there are numberless names in the Bible all



leading up and culminating in the grand flower called Christ Jesus.It may startle you to identify
the central figure of the Gospels as human imagination, but I am quite sure before the series is
over, you will be convinced that this what the ancients intended that we should know, but man
has misread the Gospels as history and biography and cosmology, and so completely has gone
asleep as to the power within himself.Now this morning I have brought you the means by which
this mighty power in us may be awakened.I call it the art of revision. I take my day and I review it
in my mind's eye. I start with the first incident in the morning. I go through the day; when I come
to any scene in my unfolding day that displeased me, or if it didn't displease me if it was not as
perfect as I thought it could have been, I stop right there and I revise it. I re-write it, and after I
have re-written it so that it conforms to the ideal I wished I had experienced, then I experience
that in my imagination as though I had experienced it in the flesh. I do it over and over until it
takes on the tone of reality, and experience convinces me that that moment that I have revised
and relived will not recede into my past.It will advance into my future to confront me as I have
revised it. If I do not revise it, these moments, because they never recede and they always
advance, will advance to confront me perpetuating that strange, unlovely incident.But if I refuse
to allow the sun to descend upon my wrath, so that at the end of a day I never accept as final the
facts of the day, no matter how factual they are, I never accept them, and revising it I repeal the
day and bring about corresponding changes in my outer world.Now, not only will this art of
revision accomplish my every objective, but as I begin to revise the day it fulfills its great purpose
and its great purpose is to awaken in me the being that men call Christ Jesus, that I call my
wonderful human imagination, and when it awakens it is the eye of God and it turns inward into
the world of thought and there I see that what formerly I believed to exist on the outside really
exists within myself.No matter what it is, I then discover that the whole of Creation is rooted in
me and ends in me as I am rooted in and end in God. And from that moment on I find my real
purpose in life and my real purpose is simply to do the will of Him that sent me, and the will of
Him that sent me is this –that of all that he has given me I shall lose nothing but raise it up
again.And what did he give me? He gave me every experience in my life. He gave me you. Every
man, woman and child that I meet is a gift to me from my Father, but they fell in me because of
my attitude towards society, because of my attitude towards myself.When I begin to awaken and
the eye opens and I see the whole is myself made visible, I then must fulfill my real purpose,
which is the will of Him that sent me, and the Will is to raise up those that I allowed in my
ignorance when I slept to descend within me.Then starts the real art of revision; to be the man,
regardless of your impressions of that man, regardless of the facts of the case that are all staring
you in the face, it is your duty when you become awakened to lift him up within yourself and you
will discover that he was never the cause of your displeasure. When you look at him and you are
displeased, look within and you will find the source of the displeasure. It did not originate
there.Now let me give you a case history to illustrate this point. I know a few of you were at the
banquet and maybe a few of you heard me last Thursday on T.V. but I doubt in this audience of
say twenty-three or twenty-four hundred of us, that more than say a hundred and fifty heard it,



and even if you heard it you can hear it time and time again for it is this, that if you hear it will
cause you to act upon it because as I told you, and I think I did last Sunday, but if I didn't let me
tell you now; if you attended the entire nineteen and you became saturated with all that I have to
tell you, so that you had all the knowledge you think it takes to achieve your objectives, and you
did not apply what you received, it would avail you nothing; but a little knowledge which you
carry out in action, you will find to be far more profitable than much knowledge which you
neglect to carry out in action. So by repeating this case history this morning, though say a
hundred or two hundred of you have heard it, it will help you to remember you must do
something about it.This past May in New York City, there sat a lady who had been coming for
years and I made a simple observation that people must become doers of the word and not
mere hearers only.For if a man only hears it and never applies what he hears he will never really
prove or disprove what he has heard; and then I told the story of a lady who had only heard me
three or four times and how she transformed the life of another, and this lady hearing what one
who came only three times and this miracle took place in her life, she went home determined
that she would really apply what she had heard over the years, and this is what she did.Two
years before, after a violent quarrel, she was ordered out of her son's home by her daughter-in-
law. Her son said "Mother, you need no proof from me that I love you: it's obvious: I think I have
proven that every day of my life, but if that is Mary's decision, and I regret it, it must be my
decision, for I love Mary and we live in the same house and it is our house: it is our little family,
and I am sorry she feels this way about it, but you know these little things that culminate in an
explosion as took place today. If that is her decision, it is mine". That was two years ago.She
went home and she realized that night after night for over two years she had allowed the sun to
descend upon her wrath. She thought of this wonderful family that she loved and felt herself
ostracized from it, expelled from the home of her son. She did nothing about revising it and yet I
had been talking revision to my New York audience for the past year.This is what she did now.
She knew the morning's mail brought nothing. This was a Wednesday night. There had been no
correspondence in two years. She had sent her grandson at least a dozen gifts in the two years.
Not one was ever acknowledged. She knew they had been received for she had insured many of
them; so she sat down that night and mentally wrote herself two letters–one from her daughter-
in-law, expressing a great kindness for her, saying that she had been missed in the home and
asking her when she was coming to see them; then she wrote one from her grandson in which
he said "Grandmother, I love you". Then came a little expression of thanks for the last birthday
present, which was in April, and then came a feeling of sadness rather because he hadn't seen
her and begging her to come and see him soon.These two short notes she memorized and then,
as she was about to sleep, she took her imaginary hands and held these letters and she read
them mentally to herself until they woke in her the feeling of joy because she had heard from her
family; that she was wanted once more. She read these letters over and over feeling the joy that
was hers because she had received them and fell asleep in her project. For seven nights this
lady read these two letters. On the morning of the eighth day she received the letter: on the



inside there were two letters–one from her grandson and one from her daughter-in-law. These
letters were identical with the letters she had mentally written to herself seven days
before.Where was the estrangement? Where was the conflict? Where was the source of the
displeasure that was like a running sore over two years? When man's eye is opened he realizes
all that he beholds, though it appears without, it is within–within one's own imagination, of which
this world of mortality is but a shadow.She gave me permission to tell that story. When I told it,
and we came to the period of questions and answers, there was a strange reaction from that
crowd. They wondered what joy life would hold for any of us if we had to write our own letters; if
we had to do everything to ourselves that seemingly is done in joy; that seemingly is
spontaneous coming from another; but I don't want to write myself a love letter from my wife, or
my sweetheart or my friend. I want that one to feel this way towards me and to express it
unknown to me that I may receive a surprise in life.Well, I am not denying that sleeping man
firmly believes that is the way things happen. When a man awakes he realizes that everything he
encounters is apartof himself, and what he does not now comprehend, he knows, because the
eye is opened, that it is related by affinity to some as yet unrealized force in his own being; that
he wrote it but he has forgotten it, that he slapped himself in the face but he has forgotten it; that
within himself he started the entire unfolding drama, and he looks out upon a world, and it
seems strange to him, because most of us in our sleep are totally unaware of what we are doing
from within ourselves.What that lady did, every man and woman in this audience today can do. It
will not take you years to prove it; what I tell you now may startle you; it may seem to be
bordering on insanity for the insane believe in the reality of subjective states and the sane man
only believes in what the senses will allow, what they will dictate, and I'm going to tell you when
you begin to awake, you assert the supremacy of imagination and you put all things in subjection
to it.You never again bow before the dictates of facts and accept life on the basis of the world
without.To you, Truth is not confined by facts but by the intensity of your imagination.So here we
find the embodiment of Truth, which I say is human imagination, standing in the world drama
before the embodiment of reason personified as Pontius Pilate. And he is given the authority to
question truth and they ask him, "What is the truth?" and Truth remains silent. He refuses to
justify any action of his; he refuses to justify anything that was done to him, for he knows no man
cometh unto me save I call him: no man takes away my life, I lay it down myself.You didn't
choose me, I have chosen you. For here is Truth seeing nothing hereafter in pure objectivity, but
seeing everything subjectively related to himself and he the source of all the actions that take
place within his world; so Truth remains absolutely silent and says nothing when reason
questions him concerning the true definition of Truth.Because when the eye opens it knows that
what is an idea to sleeping man is a fact to the awakened imagination, an objective fact, not an
idea. I entertain the idea of a friend and I make some wonderful concept of him in my mind's eye
and when I sleep it seems to be a wish, it seems to be the longing of my heart, but purely
subjective, just an idea. And the eye within me opens, and he stands before me embodying the
quality that I desired in my sleep to see him express. So what is an idea to sleeping man, the



unawakened imagination, is an objective reality to awakened imagination.Now, this exercise
calls for, I would say, the active, voluntary use of imagination as against the passive, involuntary
acceptance of appearances.We never accept as true and as final anything unless it conforms to
the ideal we desire to embody within our world, and we do exactly what the grandmother did. But
now we start it and we do it daily. You may get your results tomorrow; it may come the day after; it
may come in a week, but I assure you they will come.You do not need some strange laboratory,
like our scientists, to prove or disprove this theory.Here in 1905 a young man startled the
scientific world with his equation that no one could even test. It is said not six men lived who
could understand his equation. It was 14 years later before Lord Rutherford could devise the
means to test that equation and he found that it was true, not 100%, because he did not have
the means at his hand to really give it a complete test. It was another 14 years before further
tests could be made. And you know the results of that equation that Einstein gave us in 1905.
For today man, not knowing the power of his own imagination, stands startled at the results of
that unlocking of energy. But he was the man who said, and I put it in the first page of my new
book–"Imagination is more important than knowledge"That was Albert Einstein.Imagination is
more important than knowledge. For if man accepts as final, the facts that evidence bears
witness to, he will never exercise this God-given means of redemption, which is his
imagination.Now I'm going to ask you to test this: you will not take the three weeks that I am here
to prove it or disprove it, but the knowledge of it cannot prove itself, only the application of that
knowledge can prove it or disprove it. I know from experience you cannot disprove it.Take an
objective, take a job, take some conversation with your boss, take an increase in salary. You say
well, the job doesn't allow it, or maybe the Union will not allow it. I don't care what doesn't allow
it.Yesterday morning's mail brought me one, where, in San Francisco, this captain, a pilot, and
he writes me that I saw him backstage after one of my meetings, and there he said, "But Neville,
you are up against a stone wall. I am a trained pilot; I have gone all over the world, all over the
seven seas; I'm a good pilot and I love the sea, not a thing in this world I want to do but go to sea;
yet they restrict me to certain waters because of seniority.No matter what argument I give them
the Union is adamant and they have closed the book on my request." I said, "I don't care what
they have done, you are transferring the power that rightfully belongs to God, which is your own
imagination, to the shadow you cast upon the screen of space."So here, we are in this room;
need it remain a room? Can't you use your imagination to call this a bridge.This is now a bridge
and I am a guest on the bridge of your ship, and you are not in waters restricted by the Union;
you are in waters that you desire to sail your ship.Now close your eyes and feel the rhythm of the
ocean and feel with me and commune with me and tell me of your joy in first proving this
principle. and secondly in being at sea where you want to be.He is now in Vancouver on a ship
bringing a load of lumber down to Panama. He has a complete list that will take him through the
year what this man has to do. He is going into waters legitimately that the Union said he could
not go. This doesn't dispense with unions, but it does not put anyone in our place – no one,
kings, queens, presidents, generals, we take no one and enthrone him and put him beyond the



power that rightfully belongs to God. So I will not violate the law but things will open that I will
never devise.I will sit in the silence and within myself I will revise the picture. I will hear the very
man who told me "No, and that's final" and hear him tell me yes, and a door opens. I don't have
to go and pull strings or pull any wires whatsoever.I call upon this wonderful power within myself,
which man has forgotten completely because he personified it and called it another man, even
though it is a glorious picture of a man but that is not the man: the real man is not in some other
world.When religion speaks, if it's a real religion, it speaks not of another world; it speaks of
another man that is latent but unborn in every man that has attunement with another world of
meaning, so that man sat and he tuned in with another world of meaning and brought into being
a power that he allowed to go to sleep because he read the laws of man too well.He accepted as
final the dictate of facts for they read him the by-laws, they read him the laws of the Union.And
here today he is flying the ocean as he wants to do it.The grandmother is no longer locked out
from the home she loved, but she is in communion, but she was locked out by herself for two
years. And he was locked out by himself for well over 18 months, and burning up day after day
allowing the sun to descend upon his wrath when he had the power within himself and the key to
unlock every door in the world.I say to each and every one of you I wouldn't take from you your
outer comfort, your religion, for all these things are like toys for sleeping man, but I come to
awaken within you that which when it awakes it sees an entirely different world.It sees a world
that no man when he sleeps could ever see, and then he starts to raise within himself every
being that God gave him; and may I tell you God gave you every man that walks the face of the
earth. He also gave it for this purpose that nothing is to be discarded. Everyone in the world must
be redeemed and your individual life is the process by which this redemption is brought to
pass.So we don't discard because the thing is unpleasant, we revise it; revising it we repeal it,
and as we repeal it, it projects itself on the screen of space bearing witness to the power within
us, which is our wonderful human imagination.And I say human advisedly–some would have me
say the word divine. The very word itself means nothing to man. He has pushed it off from
himself completely and divorced himself from the thing that he now bows before and calls by
other names. I say human imagination.As Blake said "Rivers, mountains, cities, villages all are
human". When the eye opens you see them in your own bosom, in your own wonderful bosom
they all exist, they are rooted there. Don't let them fall and remain fallen; lift them up for the will of
my Father is this, that of all that he has given me I should lose nothing but raise it up again, and I
raise it up every time I revise my concept of another and make him conform to the ideal image I
myself would like to express in this world. When I do unto him what I would love the world to do
unto me, and see in me, I am lifting him up.And may I tell you what happens to that man when he
does it? First of all, he is already turned around within himself. He no longer sees the world in
pure objectivity, but the whole world subjectively related to himself, and hang it upon himself. As
he lifts it up do you know he blooms within himself. When this eye of mine was first opened I
beheld man as the prophet saw him. I saw him as a tree walking: some were only like little
antlers of a stag, others were majestic in their foliage, and all that were really awake were in full



bloom. These are the trees in the garden of God. As told us in the old ancient way of revision in
the 61st chapter of the Book of Isaiah – "Go and give beauty for ashes, go and give joy for
mourning, give the spirit of praise for the spirit of heaviness, that they may become trees of
righteousness, plantings to the glory of God."That is what every man must do, that's revision. I
see ash when the business is gone; you can't redeem it, you can't lift it up, conditions are bad
and the thing has turned to ash.Put beauty in its place; see customers, healthy customers,
healthy in finances, healthy in the attitude towards you, healthy in every sense of the word. See
them loving to shop with you if you are a shopkeeper; if you are a factory worker, don't see
anything laying you off, lift it up, put beauty in the place of ash, for that would be ash if you were
laid off with a family to feed. If someone is mourning, put joy in the place of mourning; if someone
is heavy of spirit, put the spirit of praise in place of the spirit of heaviness, and as you do this and
revise the day you turn around, and turning around you turn up, and all the energies that went
down when you were sound asleep and really blind now turn up and you become a tree of
righteousness, a planting to the glory of God. For I have seen them walking this wonderful earth,
which is really the Garden; we have shut ourselves out by our concept of self and we have
turned down.As told us in the Book of Daniel, we were once this glorious tree and it was felled to
the very base, and what formerly sheltered the nations and fed the nations and comforted the
bird and gave some comfort to the animals from the sun of the day, of the heat of the day; and
suddenly some voice said from within, "Let it lie, let it remain as it is, but do not disturb the roots;
I will water it with the dew of heaven and as I water it with the dew of heaven it will once more
grow again, but this time it will consciously grow, it will know what it really is and who it is. In its
past it was majestic but it had no conscious knowledge of its majesty, and I felled it – that was
the descent of man. And now, he will once more spring from within himself and he will be a tree
walking, a glorious, wonderful tree.Now to those who are sound asleep this may seem to you too
startling: this may be just as startling as Einstein's equation was; that was startling too. But I tell
you I've seen it and I see it – men are destined to be trees in the garden of God. They are
planted on earth for a purpose and they don't always remain men, they are transformed as they
turn in and turn up. This is the true meaning of the transfiguration. There is a complete
metamorphosis taking place like the grub into the butterfly. You don't remain what you appear to
be when man is asleep, and there is no more glorious picture in the world than to see this living
animated human being, for every branch within him is represented by an extension of himself
called another, and when he lifts the other up that branch not only comes into leafage but it
blossoms and the living human blossoms that blossom upon the tree of man who awakens.So
that's my message for you this year; I'll give it to you to stir into being that which sleeps in you, for
the son of God sleeps in man and the only purpose of being is to awaken him. So it is not to
awaken this, nice as it appears to be, but this man of sense – is only a casing: it is called the first
man, but the first shall be last and the last shall be first. So that which comes into being second,
like Jacob coming second from his mother's womb, he takes precedence over his brother Esau
who came first. Esau was the one like this, he was made of skin and hair, and Jacob was made a



smooth skinned lad, but that one that comes second suddenly becomes the lord of all the
nations and that one sleeps in every man born of woman, and it is the duty of a teacher or a true
religion to awaken that man, not to talk of another world, not to make promises to be fulfilled
beyond the grave, but to tell him as he awakens now he is in heaven and the kingdom is come
now, this day, on earth.For as he awakens, he revises his day and he repeals his day and
projects a more beautiful picture onto the screen of space.Now let us go into the silence.Lecture
3 - How To Use Your ImaginationNeville Goddard 1955The purpose of this record, is to show
you how to use your imagination, to achieve your every desire. Most men are totally unaware of
the creative power of imagination and invariably bow before the dictates of "facts" and accepts
life on the basis of the world without. But when you discover this creative power within yourself,
you will boldly assert the supremacy of imagination and put all things in subjection to it.When a
man speaks of God-in-man, he is totally unaware that this power, called God-in-man, is man's
imagination. THIS is the creative power in man. There is nothing under heaven, that is not
plastic, as potter's clay, to the touch of the shaping spirit of imagination.Once a man said to me,
"You know, Neville, I love to listen to you talk about imagination, but as I do so, I invariably touch
the chair with my fingers and push my feet into the rug, just to keep my sense of the reality and
the profundity of things. Well, undoubtedly he is still touching the chair with his fingers and
pushing his feet into the rug.Well, let me tell you of another one, who didn't touch with her fingers
and didn't push that foot of hers onto the board of the street car. It's the story of a young girl just
turned seventeen. It was Christmas Eve, and she is sad of heart, for that year she had lost her
father in an accident, and she is returning home to what seemed to be an empty house. She was
untrained to do anything, so got herself a job as a waitress.This night it's quite late, Christmas
Eve, it's raining, the car is full of laughing boys and girls home for their Christmas vacation, and
she couldn't conceal the tears. Luckily for her, as I said, it was raining, so she stuck her face into
the heavens to mingle her tears with rain. And then holding the rail of the street car, this is what
she did: she said, "This is not rain, why, this is spray from the ocean; and this is not the salt of
tears that I taste, for this is the salt of the sea in the wind; and this is not San Diego, this is a ship,
and I am coming into the Bay of Samoa." And there she felt the reality of all that she had
imagined. Then came the end of the journey and all are out.Ten days later this girl received a
letter from a firm in Chicago, saying that her aunt, several years before, when she sailed for
Europe, deposited with them, three thousand dollars, with instructions that if she did not return
to America, this money should be paid to her niece. They had just received information of the
aunt's death and were now acting upon her instructions.One month later this girl sailed for
Samoa. As she came into the bay it was late that night and there was salt of the sea in the wind.
It wasn't raining, but there was spray in the air. And she actually felt what she'd felt one month
before, only this time she had realized her objective.Now, this whole record is technique. I want
to show you today, how to put your wonderful imagination right into the feeling of your wish
fulfilled, and let it remain there and fall asleep in that state. And I promise you, from my own
experience, you will realize the state in which you sleep – if you could actually feel yourself right



into the situation of your fulfilled desire and continue therein, until you fall asleep. As you feel
yourself right into it, remain in it, until you give it all the tones of reality, until you give it all the
sensory vividness of reality.As you do it, in that state, quietly fall into sleep. And in a way you will
never know – you could never consciously devise the means that would be employed – you will
find yourself moving across a series of events leading you towards the objective realization of
this state.Now, here is a practical technique: The first thing you do, you must know exactly what
you want in this world. When you know exactly what you want, make as lifelike a representation
as possible of what you would see, and what you would touch, and what you would do, were you
physically present and physically moving in such a state.For example, suppose I wanted a
home, but I had no money – but I still know what I want. I, without taking anything into
consideration, I would make as life-like a representation of the home that I would like, with all the
things in it that I would want. And then, this night, as I would go to bed, I would in a state, a
drowsy, sleepy state, the state that borders upon sleep,I would imagine that I am actually in such
a house, that were I to step off the bed, I would step upon the floor of that house, were I to leave
this room, I would enter the room that is adjacent to my imagined room in that house. And while I
am touching the furniture and feeling it to be solidly real, and while I am moving from one room
to the other in my imaginary house, I would go to sound asleep in that state.And I know that in a
way, I could not consciously devise, I would realize my house. I have seen it work time and time
again. If I wanted promotion in my business I would ask myself, "What additional responsibilities
would be mine, were I to be given this great promotion? What would I do? What would I say?
What would I see? How would I act? And then in my imagination, I would begin to see and touch
and do and act, as I would outwardly see and touch and act, were I in that position.If I now
desired the mate of my life, were I now in search of some wonderful girl or some wonderful man,
what would I actually find myself doing that would imply that I have found my state? For instance,
suppose now I was a lady, one thing I would definitely do, I would wear a wedding ring. I would
take my imaginary hands, and I would feel the ring, that I would imagine to be there. And I would
keep on feeling it and feeling it until it seemed to me to be solidly real. I would give it all the
sensory vividness I am capable of giving anything. And while I am feeling my imaginary ring –
which implies that I am married – I would sleep.This story is told us in The Song of Songs, or A
Song of Solomon. It is said, "At night on my bed, I sought him whom my soul loveth. I found him
whom my soul loveth, and I would not let him go, until I had brought him into my mother's house,
right into the chamber of her that conceived me."If I would take that beautiful poem and put it into
modern English, into practical language, it would be this: "While sitting in my chair I would feel
myself right into the situation of my fulfilled desire, and having felt myself into that state I would
not let it go. I would keep that mood alive, and in that mood I would sleep." That is taking it "right
into my mother's chamber, into the chamber of her that conceived me."You know, people are
totally unaware, of this fantastic power, of the imagination, but when man begins to discover this
power within him, he never plays the part that he formerly played. He doesn't turn back and
become just a reflector of life; from here on in he is the affecter of life. The secret of it, is to center



your imagination in the feeling of the wish fulfilled, and remain therein. For in our capacity, to live
IN the feeling of the wish fulfilled, lies our capacity to live the more abundant life.Most of us are
afraid to imagine ourselves as important and noble individuals, secure in our contribution to the
world, just because, at the very moment that we start our assumption, reason, and our senses
deny, the truth of our assumption. We seem to be in the grip of an unconscious urge, which
makes us cling desperately to the world of familiar things, and resist all that threatens to tear us
away from our familiar and seemingly safe moorings.Well, I appeal to you to try it. If you try it, you
will discover this great wisdom of the ancients. For they told it to us in their own strange,
wonderful, symbolical form. But unfortunately you and I misinterpreted their stories and took it for
history, when they intended it as instruction to simply achieve our every objective. You see,
imagination puts us inwardly in touch with the world of states.These states are existent, they are
present now, but they are mere possibilities while we think OF them. But they become
overpoweringly real, when we think FROM them and dwell IN them. You know, there is a wide
difference between thinking OF what you want in this world and thinking FROM what you
want.Let me tell you when I first heard of this strange and wonderful power of the imagination. It
was in 1933 in New York City. An old friend of mine taught it to me. He turned to the fourteenth of
John, and this is what he read: "In my father's house are many mansions. If it were not so, I
would have told you. I go to prepare a place for you, and if I go and prepare a place for you, I will
come again and receive you unto myself, that where I AM, there ye may be also."He explained to
me that this central character of the Gospels was human imagination; that 'mansion' was not a
place in some heavenly house, but simply my desire. If I would make a living representation of
the state desired, and then enter, that state and abide in that state, I would realize it.At the time I
wanted to make a trip to the island of Barbados in the West Indies, but I had no money. He
explained to me that if I would, that night, as I slept in New York City, assume that I was sleeping
in my earthly father's house in Barbados and go sound asleep in that state, that I would realize
my trip. Well, I took him at his word and tried it.For one month, night after night as I fell asleep I
assumed I was sleeping in my father's home in Barbados. At the end of my month an invitation
from my family came inviting me to spend the winter in Barbados. I sailed for Barbados, the early
part of December of that year.From then on, I knew I had found this savior, in myself. The old
man told me that it would never fail. Even after it happened, I could hardly believe, that it would
not have happened anyway. That's how strange this whole thing is. On reflection, it happens so
naturally, you begin to feel or to tell yourself, "Well, it would have happened anyway," and you
quickly recover from this wonderful experience of yours.It never failed me, if I would give the
mood, the imagined mood, sensory vividness. I could tell you unnumbered case histories to
show you how it works, but in essence it is simple: You simply know what you want. When you
know what you want, you are thinking of it. That is not enough.You must now begin to think
FROM it. Well, how could I think from it? I am sitting here, and I desire to be elsewhere. How
could I, while sitting here physically, put myself in imagination at a point in space, removed from
this room, and make that real to me? Quite easily. My imagination puts me in touch inwardly, with



that state. I imagine that I am actually where I desire to be. How can I tell that I am there? There
is one way to prove that I am there. For what a man sees when he describes his world is, as he
describes it, relative to himself. So what the world looks like depends entirely upon where I stand
when I make my observation.So if, as I describe my world, it is related to that point in space, I
imagine that I am occupying, then I must be there. I am not there physically, no, but I AM there in
my imagination, and my imagination is my real self!And where I go in imagination and make it
real, there I shall go in the flesh, also. When in that state I fall asleep, it is done. I have never seen
it fail. So this is the simple technique upon how to use your imagination, to realize your every
objective.Here is a very healthy and productive exercise for the imagination, something that you
should do daily: Daily relive the day as you wish you had lived it, revising the scenes to make
them conform to your ideals. For instance, suppose today's mail brought disappointing news.
Revise the letter. Mentally rewrite it and make it conform to the news you wish you had received.
Or, suppose you didn't get the letter you wish you had received. Write yourself the letter and
imagine that you received such a letter.Let me tell you a story that took place in New York not
very long ago. In my audience sat this lady who had heard me, oh, numerous times, and I was
telling the story of revision – that man, not knowing the power of imagination, he goes to sleep at
the end of his day, tired and exhausted, accepting as final all the events of the day. And I was
trying to show that man should, at that moment before he sleeps, he should rewrite the entire
day and make it conform to the day he wished he had experienced.Here is the way a lady wisely
used this law of revision: It appears that two years ago she was ordered out of her daughter-in-
law's home. For two years there was no correspondence. She had sent her grandson at least
two dozen presents in that interval, but not one was ever acknowledged. Having heard the story
of revision, this is what she did: As she retired at night, she mentally constructed two letters, one
she imagined coming from her grandson, and the other from her daughter-in-law. In these letters
they expressed deep affection for her and wondered why she had not called to see them.This
she did for seven consecutive nights, holding in her imaginary hand the letter she imagined she
had received and reading these letters over and over until it aroused within her the satisfaction of
having heard. Then she slept. On the eighth day she received a letter from her daughter-in-law.
On the inside there were two letters, one from her grandson and one from the daughter-in-law.
They practically duplicated the imaginary letters that this grandmother had written to herself
eight days before.This art of revision can be used in any department of your life. Take the matter
of health. Suppose you were ill. Bring before your mind's eye the image of a friend. Put upon that
face, an expression which implies, that he or she sees in you, that which you want the whole
world to see.Just imagine he is saying to you that he has never seen you look better, and you
reply, "I have never felt better." Suppose your foot was injured. Then do this: Construct mentally,
a drama which implies, that you are walking – that you are doing all the things that you would do
if the foot was normal, and do it over and over and over until it takes on the tones of reality.
Whenever you do, in your imagination, that which you would like to do, in the outer world, that
you WILL do, in the outer world.The one requisite is to arouse your attention in a way, and to



such intensity, that you become wholly absorbed in the revised action. You will experience an
expansion and refinement of the senses by this imaginative exercise and, eventually, achieve
vision in the inner world. The abundant life promised us, is ours to enjoy now, but not until we
have the sense of the creator, as our imagination, can we experience it.Persistent imagination,
centered in the feeling of the wish fulfilled, is the secret of all successful operations. This alone is
the means of fulfilling the intention. Every stage of man's progress is made by the conscious,
voluntary exercise of the imagination. Then you will understand why all poets have stressed, the
importance of controlled, vivid imagination.Listen to this one, by the great William Blake:In your
own bosom, you bear your heaven and earth,And all you behold, though it appears without,It is
within, in your imagination,Of which this world of mortality, is but a shadow.Try it, and you too will
prove that your imagination is the creator.Now let us go into the silence.Lecture 3 - How To Use
Your ImaginationNeville Goddard 1955The purpose of this record, is to show you how to use
your imagination, to achieve your every desire. Most men are totally unaware of the creative
power of imagination and invariably bow before the dictates of "facts" and accepts life on the
basis of the world without. But when you discover this creative power within yourself, you will
boldly assert the supremacy of imagination and put all things in subjection to it.When a man
speaks of God-in-man, he is totally unaware that this power, called God-in-man, is man's
imagination. THIS is the creative power in man. There is nothing under heaven, that is not
plastic, as potter's clay, to the touch of the shaping spirit of imagination.Once a man said to me,
"You know, Neville, I love to listen to you talk about imagination, but as I do so, I invariably touch
the chair with my fingers and push my feet into the rug, just to keep my sense of the reality and
the profundity of things. Well, undoubtedly he is still touching the chair with his fingers and
pushing his feet into the rug.Well, let me tell you of another one, who didn't touch with her fingers
and didn't push that foot of hers onto the board of the street car. It's the story of a young girl just
turned seventeen. It was Christmas Eve, and she is sad of heart, for that year she had lost her
father in an accident, and she is returning home to what seemed to be an empty house. She was
untrained to do anything, so got herself a job as a waitress.This night it's quite late, Christmas
Eve, it's raining, the car is full of laughing boys and girls home for their Christmas vacation, and
she couldn't conceal the tears. Luckily for her, as I said, it was raining, so she stuck her face into
the heavens to mingle her tears with rain. And then holding the rail of the street car, this is what
she did: she said, "This is not rain, why, this is spray from the ocean; and this is not the salt of
tears that I taste, for this is the salt of the sea in the wind; and this is not San Diego, this is a ship,
and I am coming into the Bay of Samoa." And there she felt the reality of all that she had
imagined. Then came the end of the journey and all are out.Ten days later this girl received a
letter from a firm in Chicago, saying that her aunt, several years before, when she sailed for
Europe, deposited with them, three thousand dollars, with instructions that if she did not return
to America, this money should be paid to her niece. They had just received information of the
aunt's death and were now acting upon her instructions.One month later this girl sailed for
Samoa. As she came into the bay it was late that night and there was salt of the sea in the wind.



It wasn't raining, but there was spray in the air. And she actually felt what she'd felt one month
before, only this time she had realized her objective.Now, this whole record is technique. I want
to show you today, how to put your wonderful imagination right into the feeling of your wish
fulfilled, and let it remain there and fall asleep in that state. And I promise you, from my own
experience, you will realize the state in which you sleep – if you could actually feel yourself right
into the situation of your fulfilled desire and continue therein, until you fall asleep. As you feel
yourself right into it, remain in it, until you give it all the tones of reality, until you give it all the
sensory vividness of reality.As you do it, in that state, quietly fall into sleep. And in a way you will
never know – you could never consciously devise the means that would be employed – you will
find yourself moving across a series of events leading you towards the objective realization of
this state.Now, here is a practical technique: The first thing you do, you must know exactly what
you want in this world. When you know exactly what you want, make as lifelike a representation
as possible of what you would see, and what you would touch, and what you would do, were you
physically present and physically moving in such a state.For example, suppose I wanted a
home, but I had no money – but I still know what I want. I, without taking anything into
consideration, I would make as life-like a representation of the home that I would like, with all the
things in it that I would want. And then, this night, as I would go to bed, I would in a state, a
drowsy, sleepy state, the state that borders upon sleep,I would imagine that I am actually in such
a house, that were I to step off the bed, I would step upon the floor of that house, were I to leave
this room, I would enter the room that is adjacent to my imagined room in that house. And while I
am touching the furniture and feeling it to be solidly real, and while I am moving from one room
to the other in my imaginary house, I would go to sound asleep in that state.And I know that in a
way, I could not consciously devise, I would realize my house. I have seen it work time and time
again. If I wanted promotion in my business I would ask myself, "What additional responsibilities
would be mine, were I to be given this great promotion? What would I do? What would I say?
What would I see? How would I act? And then in my imagination, I would begin to see and touch
and do and act, as I would outwardly see and touch and act, were I in that position.If I now
desired the mate of my life, were I now in search of some wonderful girl or some wonderful man,
what would I actually find myself doing that would imply that I have found my state? For instance,
suppose now I was a lady, one thing I would definitely do, I would wear a wedding ring. I would
take my imaginary hands, and I would feel the ring, that I would imagine to be there. And I would
keep on feeling it and feeling it until it seemed to me to be solidly real. I would give it all the
sensory vividness I am capable of giving anything. And while I am feeling my imaginary ring –
which implies that I am married – I would sleep.This story is told us in The Song of Songs, or A
Song of Solomon. It is said, "At night on my bed, I sought him whom my soul loveth. I found him
whom my soul loveth, and I would not let him go, until I had brought him into my mother's house,
right into the chamber of her that conceived me."If I would take that beautiful poem and put it into
modern English, into practical language, it would be this: "While sitting in my chair I would feel
myself right into the situation of my fulfilled desire, and having felt myself into that state I would



not let it go. I would keep that mood alive, and in that mood I would sleep." That is taking it "right
into my mother's chamber, into the chamber of her that conceived me."You know, people are
totally unaware, of this fantastic power, of the imagination, but when man begins to discover this
power within him, he never plays the part that he formerly played. He doesn't turn back and
become just a reflector of life; from here on in he is the affecter of life. The secret of it, is to center
your imagination in the feeling of the wish fulfilled, and remain therein. For in our capacity, to live
IN the feeling of the wish fulfilled, lies our capacity to live the more abundant life.Most of us are
afraid to imagine ourselves as important and noble individuals, secure in our contribution to the
world, just because, at the very moment that we start our assumption, reason, and our senses
deny, the truth of our assumption. We seem to be in the grip of an unconscious urge, which
makes us cling desperately to the world of familiar things, and resist all that threatens to tear us
away from our familiar and seemingly safe moorings.Well, I appeal to you to try it. If you try it, you
will discover this great wisdom of the ancients. For they told it to us in their own strange,
wonderful, symbolical form. But unfortunately you and I misinterpreted their stories and took it for
history, when they intended it as instruction to simply achieve our every objective. You see,
imagination puts us inwardly in touch with the world of states.These states are existent, they are
present now, but they are mere possibilities while we think OF them. But they become
overpoweringly real, when we think FROM them and dwell IN them. You know, there is a wide
difference between thinking OF what you want in this world and thinking FROM what you
want.Let me tell you when I first heard of this strange and wonderful power of the imagination. It
was in 1933 in New York City. An old friend of mine taught it to me. He turned to the fourteenth of
John, and this is what he read: "In my father's house are many mansions. If it were not so, I
would have told you. I go to prepare a place for you, and if I go and prepare a place for you, I will
come again and receive you unto myself, that where I AM, there ye may be also."He explained to
me that this central character of the Gospels was human imagination; that 'mansion' was not a
place in some heavenly house, but simply my desire. If I would make a living representation of
the state desired, and then enter, that state and abide in that state, I would realize it.At the time I
wanted to make a trip to the island of Barbados in the West Indies, but I had no money. He
explained to me that if I would, that night, as I slept in New York City, assume that I was sleeping
in my earthly father's house in Barbados and go sound asleep in that state, that I would realize
my trip. Well, I took him at his word and tried it.For one month, night after night as I fell asleep I
assumed I was sleeping in my father's home in Barbados. At the end of my month an invitation
from my family came inviting me to spend the winter in Barbados. I sailed for Barbados, the early
part of December of that year.From then on, I knew I had found this savior, in myself. The old
man told me that it would never fail. Even after it happened, I could hardly believe, that it would
not have happened anyway. That's how strange this whole thing is. On reflection, it happens so
naturally, you begin to feel or to tell yourself, "Well, it would have happened anyway," and you
quickly recover from this wonderful experience of yours.It never failed me, if I would give the
mood, the imagined mood, sensory vividness. I could tell you unnumbered case histories to



show you how it works, but in essence it is simple: You simply know what you want. When you
know what you want, you are thinking of it. That is not enough.You must now begin to think
FROM it. Well, how could I think from it? I am sitting here, and I desire to be elsewhere. How
could I, while sitting here physically, put myself in imagination at a point in space, removed from
this room, and make that real to me? Quite easily. My imagination puts me in touch inwardly, with
that state. I imagine that I am actually where I desire to be. How can I tell that I am there? There
is one way to prove that I am there. For what a man sees when he describes his world is, as he
describes it, relative to himself. So what the world looks like depends entirely upon where I stand
when I make my observation.So if, as I describe my world, it is related to that point in space, I
imagine that I am occupying, then I must be there. I am not there physically, no, but I AM there in
my imagination, and my imagination is my real self!And where I go in imagination and make it
real, there I shall go in the flesh, also. When in that state I fall asleep, it is done. I have never seen
it fail. So this is the simple technique upon how to use your imagination, to realize your every
objective.Here is a very healthy and productive exercise for the imagination, something that you
should do daily: Daily relive the day as you wish you had lived it, revising the scenes to make
them conform to your ideals. For instance, suppose today's mail brought disappointing news.
Revise the letter. Mentally rewrite it and make it conform to the news you wish you had received.
Or, suppose you didn't get the letter you wish you had received. Write yourself the letter and
imagine that you received such a letter.Let me tell you a story that took place in New York not
very long ago. In my audience sat this lady who had heard me, oh, numerous times, and I was
telling the story of revision – that man, not knowing the power of imagination, he goes to sleep at
the end of his day, tired and exhausted, accepting as final all the events of the day. And I was
trying to show that man should, at that moment before he sleeps, he should rewrite the entire
day and make it conform to the day he wished he had experienced.Here is the way a lady wisely
used this law of revision: It appears that two years ago she was ordered out of her daughter-in-
law's home. For two years there was no correspondence. She had sent her grandson at least
two dozen presents in that interval, but not one was ever acknowledged. Having heard the story
of revision, this is what she did: As she retired at night, she mentally constructed two letters, one
she imagined coming from her grandson, and the other from her daughter-in-law. In these letters
they expressed deep affection for her and wondered why she had not called to see them.This
she did for seven consecutive nights, holding in her imaginary hand the letter she imagined she
had received and reading these letters over and over until it aroused within her the satisfaction of
having heard. Then she slept. On the eighth day she received a letter from her daughter-in-law.
On the inside there were two letters, one from her grandson and one from the daughter-in-law.
They practically duplicated the imaginary letters that this grandmother had written to herself
eight days before.This art of revision can be used in any department of your life. Take the matter
of health. Suppose you were ill. Bring before your mind's eye the image of a friend. Put upon that
face, an expression which implies, that he or she sees in you, that which you want the whole
world to see.Just imagine he is saying to you that he has never seen you look better, and you



reply, "I have never felt better." Suppose your foot was injured. Then do this: Construct mentally,
a drama which implies, that you are walking – that you are doing all the things that you would do
if the foot was normal, and do it over and over and over until it takes on the tones of reality.
Whenever you do, in your imagination, that which you would like to do, in the outer world, that
you WILL do, in the outer world.The one requisite is to arouse your attention in a way, and to
such intensity, that you become wholly absorbed in the revised action. You will experience an
expansion and refinement of the senses by this imaginative exercise and, eventually, achieve
vision in the inner world. The abundant life promised us, is ours to enjoy now, but not until we
have the sense of the creator, as our imagination, can we experience it.Persistent imagination,
centered in the feeling of the wish fulfilled, is the secret of all successful operations. This alone is
the means of fulfilling the intention. Every stage of man's progress is made by the conscious,
voluntary exercise of the imagination. Then you will understand why all poets have stressed, the
importance of controlled, vivid imagination.Listen to this one, by the great William Blake:In your
own bosom, you bear your heaven and earth,And all you behold, though it appears without,It is
within, in your imagination,Of which this world of mortality, is but a shadow.Try it, and you too will
prove that your imagination is the creator.Now let us go into the silence.Lecture 4 - The
Foundation Stone – ImaginationNeville Goddard 12-1-1959We believe that man can create
anything he desires.We believe the Universe is infinite response and the one who causes it is
the individual perceiver. Nothing is independent of your perception of it.We are so interwoven we
are part of the machine, but as we awake we detach ourselves from this machine and make life
as we wish it to be."For man is all Imagination and God is man and exists in us and we in him."
"The eternal body of man is the Imagination: that is God himself." You can imagine and I can
imagine, and if we can be faithful to the state imagined it must appear in our world. This is not
new. This was given centuries ago, for we have it in the Bible; but people do not know how to
read the Bible, so they got together and organized it into an "ism."It is not an "ism," but it is the
great plan to free man.The Bible shows this plan in detail.We will turn to a few passages and
show you what those who wrote it intended we should see."Thus says the Lord God, 'Behold, I
am laying in Zion for a foundation a stone, a tested stone, a precious cornerstone, of a sure
foundation: He who believes will not be in haste.'" Now, we are told in the Book of Psalms that
the world rejected the stone. "The stone which the builders rejected has become the head of the
corner." "You cannot lay any other stone." "On this stone you may build gold, silver, hay, or
stubble and the day will reveal it." I tell you that this stone is your Imagination, and it is called in
the Bible: Christ Jesus, or God, or the Lord.It is your Imagination, which is one with the Divine
Imagination which created, sustains, changes, and even destroys parts of the creation. This is
the stone that is tested and it is a sure foundation, and he who believes in it will not be in haste. If
I can but imagine and know that imagining creates reality I will not be impatient or lead a
superficial life. When a man does not live in his Imagination he will become impatient of the
outcome of what he desires, and finally he will become violent in his effort to get things.Here is
one who asks the question: "Who do men say that the Son of Man is?" Some said this and some



that, but again he asked: "But who do you say that I AM?" "And Simon Peter replied, 'You are the
Christ, the Son of the Living God.' And Jesus answered him, 'Blessed are you, Simon Barjona!
For flesh and blood has not revealed this to you, but my Father who is in Heaven. And I tell you,
you are Peter, and on this rock I will build my church."The churches tell you that it means a man
called Peter. It is not an individual. The whole thing takes place in the mind of you the individual.
You imagine a certain state and it is called Peter. If it were a man called Peter, you would not find
what you find six verses later. For there he turns to the same character, Peter, and says to him:
"Get behind me Satan: You are a hindrance to me; for you are not on the side of God, but of
men." That is what every man in the world does. He gets a revelation and he realizes the
foundation stone is Imagining. He sees a friend who needs help and he imagines he has what
he wants. If he believes it, he is not in haste. He is imagining what he wants and he is not violent,
and he is not concerned, and he does not give suggestions to the friend as to what to do
physically to bring his desire to pass.If the foundation stone is true, there is only one power to
support it. If he knows that, he will not allow himself to be turned; he will remain faithful to his
assumption. But we are told in the Bible story that the one who had been commended, Peter,
turned and became violent, and then Jesus said to him, "Get behind me, Satan." You turn back
to the ways of men to get things to go as you want them to go. You pull all the wires and therefore
you have turned from the only foundation in the world, and that is Christ Jesus, which is human
Imagination. If you believe this you will not reject the stone."Stone" is "even" [in Hebrew] and it
means to create, or build, or beget children. Here is a stone in "Zion" (which means a high
pinnacle or a barren place). That is man, before the stone is sunk in him. He is the waste, the
desert. Sunk in man as his Imagination is the only foundation stone, for [there is] no other
foundation of the living God and he has sunk himself in me. Therefore, I AM the son of the living
God, for there is only one and I AM He. If I believe this, I will not be impatient. "He who believes it
will not be in haste." This is the Lord's way. I ask you to test it. Bring before your mind's eye what
you want to see in this world.It may be business or a friend's good fortune. It can be anything, for
on this foundation you can put stubble, or wood, or hay. You are building with hay when you say
of someone: "I know – he was no good." They lived in that state concerning another and then it
came to pass – and they say: "I always thought he was like that." Some of us build strange things
for another. We were imagining on the only foundation, but we have put stubble on it instead of
gold or silver, and the day revealed it, and then we cannot relate what happens to anything we
have done.The Hebrew meaning of the "stone" is to beget children. All the events of my life are
my children. Everyone can build on this one foundation. "I am laying in Zion a stone." What
stone? God is burying himself in everyone in the world. It is a true stone, a precious cornerstone,
and one who believes will not be in haste. I have seen an imaginal act take two years to come
forth, but when it appeared – what a giant! I have seen it come in an hour. But do not be in haste
or think there is any other foundation and – like Peter – turn to another foundation, growing
violent toward those who would lead Jesus to the cross. But Christ said: "I came to move toward
the cross. Get behind me, Satan. You are a hindrance to me."If I am still in the machine, I think



the good things come only by accident or chance. Let the wheel turn, for each must go through
all the furnaces until he awakens and sees the whole universe as infinite response. The day will
come when every person, at a certain degree of awakening, will freeze an activity within himself,
and as it comes to a stop within him, that whole section is "dead." The laws of nature are only
free action, repeated until they become accepted as a law. Yet you will see leaves in mid-air not
falling, and people moving in space will cease to move but will not fall, for as you stopped the
action within yourself the whole thing stopped. And you will see the whole thing as Zion – the
desert – and the only thing that makes it alive is the stone buried in it.But man becomes lost in
the things he has made and gives to them the power. For example, through the use of his
Imagination he brings money into his world; then he forgets that it was the activity of his mind
that did this, and he sees in the money itself the power to get what he desires. But when he
awakes he will no longer lose himself in his own creation.I say to everyone here: there is only
one stone. If tonight there is someone very ill who needs your help and you imagine the best for
him and then you get news that he is worse tomorrow, do not be impatient, but remain faithful to
the one stone laid in Zion. What more can you do after you have imagined? Someone writes to
you about a problem. Imagine for them what they desire and then do not turn aside to do
anything to make it come true. You remain faithful, and it will create the conditions necessary to
bring fulfillment.You can look at someone with deep concern and want a change. You do not
voice it, but lock it in, and then forty-eight hours later there is initiated what you set in motion.
And they wonder: "Could my problem be traced to so-and-so?" Just the very thing you had been
thinking! You entertained their problem with deep concern, and then you will ask: "Did you
influence me or did I influence you? When did you entertain this thought?" And they say: "Just
now," and then you say: "Forty-eight hours ago I entertained this thought, but I did not say it
aloud." That makes no difference. All things by a law divine in one another's beings mingle. We
all influence each other. We are all interpenetrated, and the more one is deeply concerned for
another, the more he is penetrated by another.I say the universe is infinite response, but it also
gives back more than you imagine. It is pressed down and running over. Therefore, to be
negative can be frightening. The good will come back a thousand fold, but so will the negative.
But if I am optimistic and do not waver, I will bring that also pressed down and running over. It is
something wonderful; it will come like a gusher. The world responds more than it takes, and it
gives to the individual more than he imagines – good or bad.I say to everyone that the greatest
of books is the Bible, but people have organized it, and even say they have found the remains of
Peter or some other Biblical character. Peter is not a man, but a state. You rise up to the crown of
it all and that is Christ. States are permanent but I am not fixed; I AM a living moving being. I can
be praised for one state and then I see a morning headline, say, and move from that true
foundation, and then the power rebukes me as Satan, for I reacted instead of acted.Would you
like to be in the state called Peter, the one addressed in Matthew 16? How? Let me say, and
mean it: "My Imagination is God and there is no other." It is one with the supreme power and let
me live in that state, and then I am being addressed: "You are blessed, Simon Barjona." It means



the depth of my being is giving it to me. Can I do it? The day that you do it and remember you did
it, at that moment you are relating that story. When Peter confessed: "Thou art the Christ," that is
the stone on which the whole thing rests, but when he got away from that and reacted, then he
was called Satan, or the re-actor.God is begetting sons by means of the stone. He buries himself
in every man in the world, but he is rejected. I can tell you these things here, but if I told them
across the airways I would be immediately turned off. People cannot believe they are
responsible for their imaginal acts. They do not want to believe it. I cannot be free of the results
of what I imagine. Go out determined to prove it, and having proved it, keep the stone alive.
There is no other stone. "No other can any man lay, which is Christ Jesus," But on this build
anything – but build gold, do not build hay or stubble. I want everyone here to test it. Take
someone who is really distressed, and if you believe in the foundation you will leave here tonight
without any concern for them, even if you receive wires stating things are worse. It might take a
week or a month, but that which you have imagined, if you remain faithful to the stone, will
come.I have seen a man looking at a building – which is an inanimate thing – and you would say
it could not respond. How can he look at it and see his name on it when he does not have a
nickel? But he did it. I know the man. [Neville's brother] and in a way he could not have devised,
the building became his. Let no one tell you that something cannot respond, but when we are
still part of the machine, we cannot quite see that we are the cause of everything in our world,
and we hope good fortune will smile on us. Then when you set something bad in motion, as the
machine turns you cannot see what caused it, but when you become awake you can control the
machine. It responds to the imaginal acts of the awakened man, for the awakened man is in
control.A thrill is in store for you when you can finally stop all activity and the whole thing will
freeze. You will know what the so-called wise men say, but you will hear only these words: "I
thank you Father that you have hid these things from the wise and pious and revealed them unto
babes." For you will know that it is the perceiver who is making everything alive. For you will find
that nothing is independent of the mind of the perceiver. A truly awakened teacher could freeze
certain sections for the edification of his students if he chose.By normal standards everything
would die if you suspended activity; but it does not die, for there is nothing outside of your
perception of it. Take your boss or an employee and represent them to yourself as you want
them to be, and believe in the reality of the foundation stone, and then you will not make haste to
bring it to pass. For Imagination is creating reality, and in a way no one knows it will be brought to
pass if you remain faithful to that foundation stone. It makes no difference who you are or what
you have. The man who cannot always sign a check to realize a dream is better off, for he is
more awake; for he must use the talent God gave him, which is God himself. If I can always put
pressure on someone to get what I want, I will never know I am this machine. But if I have to do it
all within myself, then I know.A story was told me tonight of a man who had lost his wife at the
birth of his son, and the child was taken to St. Louis to be brought up by his wife's sister. This
man had tried for seven years to get enough ahead to take a trip to St. Louis to see the child. He
constantly tried to see himself getting a job with more money so he could make the trip. He was



told that by the right use of this law he should only see himself with his child and let the way be
left to God. Following this he was given a job that took him from Los Angeles to New Orleans.
But that was not near St. Louis. He took the job and persisted in his dream, and in three months
he was transferred to the St. Louis run and given a twenty-four hour layover there every
week.The best thing that ever happened to me was when I was fired from Macy's during the
depression. I might be captain of the elevators if I had stayed there. My father lost everything he
owned, and that proved to be the beginning of the great dream he brought to pass. One person
believed in him and he started on that, and when he made his exit last October, he had given to
his community much that no one had ever given before. The blackest day of his life turned out to
be the bright day of his life. No matter what you have done, forget it. You are God and God is
untarnished, for he is all imagining.Now, you start to imagine and make it something of which
you can be proud. Make it big. If it is truly the stone being laid in Zion, do not turn to any
argument of man. You be faithful, and whatever you put on the stone as an imaginal activity will
come into your world. Of course, you may go back to the world of men, like Peter. He denied the
stone three times but he did then return to it again. You may do that, but in the end you will learn,
for in the depth of your being the words are being said: "Get behind me, Satan." But I have seen
people forget. I have seen them rise from nothing to great heights and then say: "It would have
happened anyway." They do not believe that their imaginal activity was the foundation on which
they built that structure. There is only one stone and that is your wonderful Imagination.This
works better if you do not try to aid it on the outside, for it is not flesh and blood that revealed it to
you. You got it from the Christ.Now let us go into the silence.Lecture 4 - The Foundation Stone –
ImaginationNeville Goddard 12-1-1959We believe that man can create anything he desires.We
believe the Universe is infinite response and the one who causes it is the individual perceiver.
Nothing is independent of your perception of it.We are so interwoven we are part of the machine,
but as we awake we detach ourselves from this machine and make life as we wish it to be."For
man is all Imagination and God is man and exists in us and we in him." "The eternal body of man
is the Imagination: that is God himself." You can imagine and I can imagine, and if we can be
faithful to the state imagined it must appear in our world. This is not new. This was given
centuries ago, for we have it in the Bible; but people do not know how to read the Bible, so they
got together and organized it into an "ism."It is not an "ism," but it is the great plan to free
man.The Bible shows this plan in detail.We will turn to a few passages and show you what those
who wrote it intended we should see."Thus says the Lord God, 'Behold, I am laying in Zion for a
foundation a stone, a tested stone, a precious cornerstone, of a sure foundation: He who
believes will not be in haste.'" Now, we are told in the Book of Psalms that the world rejected the
stone. "The stone which the builders rejected has become the head of the corner." "You cannot
lay any other stone." "On this stone you may build gold, silver, hay, or stubble and the day will
reveal it." I tell you that this stone is your Imagination, and it is called in the Bible: Christ Jesus, or
God, or the Lord.It is your Imagination, which is one with the Divine Imagination which created,
sustains, changes, and even destroys parts of the creation. This is the stone that is tested and it



is a sure foundation, and he who believes in it will not be in haste. If I can but imagine and know
that imagining creates reality I will not be impatient or lead a superficial life. When a man does
not live in his Imagination he will become impatient of the outcome of what he desires, and
finally he will become violent in his effort to get things.Here is one who asks the question: "Who
do men say that the Son of Man is?" Some said this and some that, but again he asked: "But
who do you say that I AM?" "And Simon Peter replied, 'You are the Christ, the Son of the Living
God.' And Jesus answered him, 'Blessed are you, Simon Barjona! For flesh and blood has not
revealed this to you, but my Father who is in Heaven. And I tell you, you are Peter, and on this
rock I will build my church."The churches tell you that it means a man called Peter. It is not an
individual. The whole thing takes place in the mind of you the individual. You imagine a certain
state and it is called Peter. If it were a man called Peter, you would not find what you find six
verses later. For there he turns to the same character, Peter, and says to him: "Get behind me
Satan: You are a hindrance to me; for you are not on the side of God, but of men." That is what
every man in the world does. He gets a revelation and he realizes the foundation stone is
Imagining. He sees a friend who needs help and he imagines he has what he wants. If he
believes it, he is not in haste. He is imagining what he wants and he is not violent, and he is not
concerned, and he does not give suggestions to the friend as to what to do physically to bring
his desire to pass.If the foundation stone is true, there is only one power to support it. If he
knows that, he will not allow himself to be turned; he will remain faithful to his assumption. But we
are told in the Bible story that the one who had been commended, Peter, turned and became
violent, and then Jesus said to him, "Get behind me, Satan." You turn back to the ways of men to
get things to go as you want them to go. You pull all the wires and therefore you have turned from
the only foundation in the world, and that is Christ Jesus, which is human Imagination. If you
believe this you will not reject the stone."Stone" is "even" [in Hebrew] and it means to create, or
build, or beget children. Here is a stone in "Zion" (which means a high pinnacle or a barren
place). That is man, before the stone is sunk in him. He is the waste, the desert. Sunk in man as
his Imagination is the only foundation stone, for [there is] no other foundation of the living God
and he has sunk himself in me. Therefore, I AM the son of the living God, for there is only one
and I AM He. If I believe this, I will not be impatient. "He who believes it will not be in haste." This
is the Lord's way. I ask you to test it. Bring before your mind's eye what you want to see in this
world.It may be business or a friend's good fortune. It can be anything, for on this foundation you
can put stubble, or wood, or hay. You are building with hay when you say of someone: "I know –
he was no good." They lived in that state concerning another and then it came to pass – and
they say: "I always thought he was like that." Some of us build strange things for another. We
were imagining on the only foundation, but we have put stubble on it instead of gold or silver,
and the day revealed it, and then we cannot relate what happens to anything we have done.The
Hebrew meaning of the "stone" is to beget children. All the events of my life are my children.
Everyone can build on this one foundation. "I am laying in Zion a stone." What stone? God is
burying himself in everyone in the world. It is a true stone, a precious cornerstone, and one who



believes will not be in haste. I have seen an imaginal act take two years to come forth, but when
it appeared – what a giant! I have seen it come in an hour. But do not be in haste or think there is
any other foundation and – like Peter – turn to another foundation, growing violent toward those
who would lead Jesus to the cross. But Christ said: "I came to move toward the cross. Get
behind me, Satan. You are a hindrance to me."If I am still in the machine, I think the good things
come only by accident or chance. Let the wheel turn, for each must go through all the furnaces
until he awakens and sees the whole universe as infinite response. The day will come when
every person, at a certain degree of awakening, will freeze an activity within himself, and as it
comes to a stop within him, that whole section is "dead." The laws of nature are only free action,
repeated until they become accepted as a law. Yet you will see leaves in mid-air not falling, and
people moving in space will cease to move but will not fall, for as you stopped the action within
yourself the whole thing stopped. And you will see the whole thing as Zion – the desert – and the
only thing that makes it alive is the stone buried in it.But man becomes lost in the things he has
made and gives to them the power. For example, through the use of his Imagination he brings
money into his world; then he forgets that it was the activity of his mind that did this, and he sees
in the money itself the power to get what he desires. But when he awakes he will no longer lose
himself in his own creation.I say to everyone here: there is only one stone. If tonight there is
someone very ill who needs your help and you imagine the best for him and then you get news
that he is worse tomorrow, do not be impatient, but remain faithful to the one stone laid in Zion.
What more can you do after you have imagined? Someone writes to you about a problem.
Imagine for them what they desire and then do not turn aside to do anything to make it come
true. You remain faithful, and it will create the conditions necessary to bring fulfillment.You can
look at someone with deep concern and want a change. You do not voice it, but lock it in, and
then forty-eight hours later there is initiated what you set in motion. And they wonder: "Could my
problem be traced to so-and-so?" Just the very thing you had been thinking! You entertained
their problem with deep concern, and then you will ask: "Did you influence me or did I influence
you? When did you entertain this thought?" And they say: "Just now," and then you say: "Forty-
eight hours ago I entertained this thought, but I did not say it aloud." That makes no difference.
All things by a law divine in one another's beings mingle. We all influence each other. We are all
interpenetrated, and the more one is deeply concerned for another, the more he is penetrated by
another.I say the universe is infinite response, but it also gives back more than you imagine. It is
pressed down and running over. Therefore, to be negative can be frightening. The good will
come back a thousand fold, but so will the negative. But if I am optimistic and do not waver, I will
bring that also pressed down and running over. It is something wonderful; it will come like a
gusher. The world responds more than it takes, and it gives to the individual more than he
imagines – good or bad.I say to everyone that the greatest of books is the Bible, but people have
organized it, and even say they have found the remains of Peter or some other Biblical character.
Peter is not a man, but a state. You rise up to the crown of it all and that is Christ. States are
permanent but I am not fixed; I AM a living moving being. I can be praised for one state and then



I see a morning headline, say, and move from that true foundation, and then the power rebukes
me as Satan, for I reacted instead of acted.Would you like to be in the state called Peter, the one
addressed in Matthew 16? How? Let me say, and mean it: "My Imagination is God and there is
no other." It is one with the supreme power and let me live in that state, and then I am being
addressed: "You are blessed, Simon Barjona." It means the depth of my being is giving it to me.
Can I do it? The day that you do it and remember you did it, at that moment you are relating that
story. When Peter confessed: "Thou art the Christ," that is the stone on which the whole thing
rests, but when he got away from that and reacted, then he was called Satan, or the re-
actor.God is begetting sons by means of the stone. He buries himself in every man in the world,
but he is rejected. I can tell you these things here, but if I told them across the airways I would be
immediately turned off. People cannot believe they are responsible for their imaginal acts. They
do not want to believe it. I cannot be free of the results of what I imagine. Go out determined to
prove it, and having proved it, keep the stone alive. There is no other stone. "No other can any
man lay, which is Christ Jesus," But on this build anything – but build gold, do not build hay or
stubble. I want everyone here to test it. Take someone who is really distressed, and if you believe
in the foundation you will leave here tonight without any concern for them, even if you receive
wires stating things are worse. It might take a week or a month, but that which you have
imagined, if you remain faithful to the stone, will come.I have seen a man looking at a building –
which is an inanimate thing – and you would say it could not respond. How can he look at it and
see his name on it when he does not have a nickel? But he did it. I know the man. [Neville's
brother] and in a way he could not have devised, the building became his. Let no one tell you
that something cannot respond, but when we are still part of the machine, we cannot quite see
that we are the cause of everything in our world, and we hope good fortune will smile on us.
Then when you set something bad in motion, as the machine turns you cannot see what caused
it, but when you become awake you can control the machine. It responds to the imaginal acts of
the awakened man, for the awakened man is in control.A thrill is in store for you when you can
finally stop all activity and the whole thing will freeze. You will know what the so-called wise men
say, but you will hear only these words: "I thank you Father that you have hid these things from
the wise and pious and revealed them unto babes." For you will know that it is the perceiver who
is making everything alive. For you will find that nothing is independent of the mind of the
perceiver. A truly awakened teacher could freeze certain sections for the edification of his
students if he chose.By normal standards everything would die if you suspended activity; but it
does not die, for there is nothing outside of your perception of it. Take your boss or an employee
and represent them to yourself as you want them to be, and believe in the reality of the
foundation stone, and then you will not make haste to bring it to pass. For Imagination is creating
reality, and in a way no one knows it will be brought to pass if you remain faithful to that
foundation stone. It makes no difference who you are or what you have. The man who cannot
always sign a check to realize a dream is better off, for he is more awake; for he must use the
talent God gave him, which is God himself. If I can always put pressure on someone to get what I



want, I will never know I am this machine. But if I have to do it all within myself, then I know.A
story was told me tonight of a man who had lost his wife at the birth of his son, and the child was
taken to St. Louis to be brought up by his wife's sister. This man had tried for seven years to get
enough ahead to take a trip to St. Louis to see the child. He constantly tried to see himself
getting a job with more money so he could make the trip. He was told that by the right use of this
law he should only see himself with his child and let the way be left to God. Following this he was
given a job that took him from Los Angeles to New Orleans. But that was not near St. Louis. He
took the job and persisted in his dream, and in three months he was transferred to the St. Louis
run and given a twenty-four hour layover there every week.The best thing that ever happened to
me was when I was fired from Macy's during the depression. I might be captain of the elevators if
I had stayed there. My father lost everything he owned, and that proved to be the beginning of
the great dream he brought to pass. One person believed in him and he started on that, and
when he made his exit last October, he had given to his community much that no one had ever
given before. The blackest day of his life turned out to be the bright day of his life. No matter what
you have done, forget it. You are God and God is untarnished, for he is all imagining.Now, you
start to imagine and make it something of which you can be proud. Make it big. If it is truly the
stone being laid in Zion, do not turn to any argument of man. You be faithful, and whatever you
put on the stone as an imaginal activity will come into your world. Of course, you may go back to
the world of men, like Peter. He denied the stone three times but he did then return to it again.
You may do that, but in the end you will learn, for in the depth of your being the words are being
said: "Get behind me, Satan." But I have seen people forget. I have seen them rise from nothing
to great heights and then say: "It would have happened anyway." They do not believe that their
imaginal activity was the foundation on which they built that structure. There is only one stone
and that is your wonderful Imagination.This works better if you do not try to aid it on the outside,
for it is not flesh and blood that revealed it to you. You got it from the Christ.Now let us go into the
silence.Lecture 5 - The Secret of ImaginingNeville Goddard – (Circa 1960)It may seem
incredible, but it is true, the world in which we live, is the world of imagination. In fact, life itself is
an activity of imagining. All that we behold, though it appears without, it is within, in our
imagination, of which this world of mortality, is but a shadow. Nothing appears or continues in
being, by a power of its own. Events happen, because comparatively stable imaginal activity
created them, and they continue in being, only as long as they receive such support.Therefore
the secret of imagining, is the greatest of all problems, to the solution of which, everyone should
aspire. For supreme power, supreme wisdom and supreme joy, lie in the solution of this great
mystery. When man solves the mystery of imagining, he will have discovered the secret of
causation, and that is, imagining creates reality. Divine imagining and human imagining are not
two powers at all, but one. The valid distinction which exists between them, lies not in the
substance which they operate, but in the degree of intensity of the operant power itself.Acting at
high tension, an imaginal act, is an immediate objective fact. Keyed low, an imaginal act, is
realized in the time processed.Human history, with its forms of government, its revolutions, its



wars, and in fact the rise and fall of nations, could be written in terms of the imaginal activities of
men and women. All imaginative men and women, are forever casting forth enchantment, and all
passive men and women, who have no powerful imaginative lives, are continually passing under
the spell of their power. If imagination is the only thing that acts, or is, in existing beings or men,
as Blake believes, then we should never be certain it was not some woman, treading in the wine
press, who began that subtle change in men's minds, or that the passion, because of which the
Earth has been drenched in blood, did not begin in the imagination of some Sheppard boy
lighting up his eye for a moment, before it ran upon its way.The future, is the imaginal activity of
man, in its creative march, imagining is the creative power, not only of the poet, the artist, the
actor and orator, but of the scientist, the inventor, the merchant and the artisan. It's of use in
unrestrained, unlovely image making, is obvious. But its abuse in undo repression, breathes of
sterility, which robs a man of actual wealth of experience. Imagining novel solutions, to ever more
complex problems, is far more noble than to restrain or kill out the desire. Light is the continuing
solution of a continuously synthetic problem. Imagining creates events.Our world, created out of
men's imagining, comprise unnumbered warring beliefs. Therefore there can never be a perfect
stable or static state. Today's events are bound to disturb our yesterdays established order.
Imaginative men and women invariably unsettle a pre-existing peace of mind. Hold fast to your
ideal in your imagination, nothing can take it from you, but your failure to persist in imagining the
ideal realized. Imagine only such states that are of value or promise well. To attempt to change
circumstances, before we change our imaginal activity, is to struggle against the very nature of
things. There can be no outer change, until there is first an imaginal change. Everything we do
unaccompanied by an imaginal change, is but futile readjustment of surfaces.Imagining the wish
fulfilled brings about a union, with that state, and during that union, we behave in keeping with
our imaginal change. This shows us that an imaginal change will result in a change of behavior.
However, our ordinary imaginal alterations, as we pass from one state to another, are not
transformations, because each of them is so rapidly succeeded by another, in the reverse
direction. But whenever one state grows so stable, as to become our constant mood, our
habitual attitude, then that habitual state defines our character and is a true transformation.Now
let me call your attention to the design on the cover of this record. You will notice a man sitting on
a park bench, imagining himself being in a home. This is the secret of those who lie in bed
awake, while they dream things true. They know how to live in their own dream house, until in
fact, they do. Man, through the medium of a controlled waking dream, can predetermine his
future. That imaginal activity, of living in the feeling of the wish fulfilled, leads man across a
bridge of incidents, to the fulfillment of the dream.If we live in the dream, thinking from it, and not
of it, then the creative power of imagining will answer our adventurous fancy and the wish
fulfilled will break in upon us and take us unaware. Man is all imagination, Therefore man must
be, where he is, in imagination, for his imagination is himself.To realize that imagination is not
something tied to the senses, or enclosed within the special boundary of the body, is most
important. For though man moves about in space, by movement of his physical body, he need



not be so restricted. He can move by a change in what he is aware of. However real the scene,
on which sight rests, man can gaze in one never before witnessed. He can always remove the
mountain, if it upsets his concept of what life ought to be.This ability to mentally move, from
things as they are, to things as they ought to be, is one of the most important discoveries that
man can make. It reveals man as the center of imagining, with powers of intervention, which
enable him to alter the course of observed events. Moving from success to success, through a
series of mental transformations, of nature, of others and himself.How does he do it? Self
abandonment, that is the secret. He has to abandon himself mentally to his wish fulfilled, in his
love for that state, and in so doing, live in the new state and no more in the old state. Now we
can't commit ourselves to what we do not love, so the secret of self commission is Faith plus
Love. Faith is believing what is incredible. We commit ourselves to the feeling of the wish fulfilled.
In Faith, that this act of self commission, will become a reality, and it will, because imagining
creates reality. Imagination is both conservative and transformative. It is conservative, when it
builds its world from images supplied by memory, and the evidence of the senses.It is creatively
transformative when it imagines things as they ought to be, building its world out of the generous
dreams of fancy. In the procession of images, the ones that take precedent, naturally are those
of the senses. Nevertheless a present sense impression is only an image, it does not differ in
nature from a memory image or the image of a wish. What makes a present sense impression
so objectively real, is the individuals imagination functioning in it and thinking from it. Whereas in
a memory of it or a wish, the individual's imagination is not functioning in it and thinking from it,
but is functioning out of it and thinking of it.If the individual would enter into the image, in his
imagination, as a design on the cover of this record suggests, then would he know what it is to
be creatively transformative, then would he realize his wish and then he would be happy.Every
image can be embodied, but unless man himself enters the image and thinks from it, it is
incapable of birth. Therefore it is the height of folly, to expect the wish to be realized, by the mere
passage of time. That which requires imaginative occupancy, to produce its effect, obviously
cannot be effective, without such occupancy.We cannot be in one image and not suffer the
consequences of not being in another. Imagination is spiritual sensation. Enter the image of the
wish fulfilled, then give it sensory vividness and tones of reality, by mentally acting, as you would
act, were it a physical fact. Now this is what I mean by spiritual sensation. Imagine that you are
holding a rose in your hand, smell it, do you detect the odor of roses? Well if the rose is not here,
why is its fragrance in the air? To spiritual sensation, that is, to imaginal sight, sound, scent, taste
and touch, man can give to image, sensory vividness. If he does, all things will conspire to aid
his harvesting and on reflection, he will see how subtle with a thread, that led to his goal. He
could have never devised the means, which is imaginal activity, which is used to fulfill itself.If
man longs to escape from his present sense sensation, to transform his present life, into a
dream of might well be, he has but to imagine that he is already what he wants to be and then
feel the way he would expect to feel, under such circumstances. Let him, like the make believe of
a child, who has been making the world after its own heart, create his world out of pure dreams



of fancy. Let him mentally enter into his dream, let him mentally do what he would actually do,
were it physically true. He will discover that dreams are realized, not by the rich, but by the
imaginative.Nothing stands between man and the fulfillment of his dream, but facts, and facts
are the creations of imagining. If man changes his imagining, he will change the facts. Man and
his past, are one continuous structure. This structure contains all of the facts, which have been
conserved and still operate below the threshold of his surface mind. For him, it is merely history,
for him it seems unalterable, a dead and permanently fixed past, but for itself it is living, it is part
of the living age.He cannot leave behind him the mistakes of the past, for nothing disappears.
Everything that has been is still in existence. The past still exists, and it gives — and still gives —
its results. Man must go back in memory, seek for and destroy the causes of evil, however far
back they lie. This going into the past and replaying a scene of the past in imagination as it ought
to have been played the first time, I call revision — and revision results in repeal.Changing our
life means changing the past.The causes of any present evil, are the unrevised scenes of the
past. The past and the present form the whole structure of man; it is carrying all of its contents
with it. Any alteration of content will result in an alteration in the present and future. Live nobly —
so that mind can store a past well worthy of recall. Should you fail to do so, remember, the first
act of correction or cure is always — "revise." If the past is recreated into the present, so will the
revised past be recreated into the present, or else the promise... that though your sins are like
scarlet, they shall be as white as snow, is a lie.The question may arise as to how, by
representing others to ourselves, as better than they really were, or mentally rewriting a letter to
make it conform to our wish, or by revising the scene of an accident, the interview with the
employer, and so on — could change what seems to be the unalterable facts of the past, but
remember my claims for imagining: Imagining Creates Reality.What it makes, it can unmake. It is
not only conservative, building a life from images supplied by memory, it is also creatively
transformative, altering a theme already in being. The parable of the unjust steward, gives the
answer to this question. We can alter our world by means of a certain "illegal" practice, by means
of a falsification of the facts, that is, by means of a certain intentional alteration of that which we
have experienced. All this is done in one's own imagination. This is a form of falsehood which not
only is not condemned, but is actually approved in the gospel teaching. By means of such a
falsehood, a man destroys the causes of evil and acquires friends and on the strength of this
revision proves, judging by the high praise the unjust steward received from his master, that he is
deserving of confidence.Lecture 5 - The Secret of ImaginingNeville Goddard – (Circa 1960)It
may seem incredible, but it is true, the world in which we live, is the world of imagination. In fact,
life itself is an activity of imagining. All that we behold, though it appears without, it is within, in
our imagination, of which this world of mortality, is but a shadow. Nothing appears or continues
in being, by a power of its own. Events happen, because comparatively stable imaginal activity
created them, and they continue in being, only as long as they receive such support.Therefore
the secret of imagining, is the greatest of all problems, to the solution of which, everyone should
aspire. For supreme power, supreme wisdom and supreme joy, lie in the solution of this great



mystery. When man solves the mystery of imagining, he will have discovered the secret of
causation, and that is, imagining creates reality. Divine imagining and human imagining are not
two powers at all, but one. The valid distinction which exists between them, lies not in the
substance which they operate, but in the degree of intensity of the operant power itself.Acting at
high tension, an imaginal act, is an immediate objective fact. Keyed low, an imaginal act, is
realized in the time processed.Human history, with its forms of government, its revolutions, its
wars, and in fact the rise and fall of nations, could be written in terms of the imaginal activities of
men and women. All imaginative men and women, are forever casting forth enchantment, and all
passive men and women, who have no powerful imaginative lives, are continually passing under
the spell of their power. If imagination is the only thing that acts, or is, in existing beings or men,
as Blake believes, then we should never be certain it was not some woman, treading in the wine
press, who began that subtle change in men's minds, or that the passion, because of which the
Earth has been drenched in blood, did not begin in the imagination of some Sheppard boy
lighting up his eye for a moment, before it ran upon its way.The future, is the imaginal activity of
man, in its creative march, imagining is the creative power, not only of the poet, the artist, the
actor and orator, but of the scientist, the inventor, the merchant and the artisan. It's of use in
unrestrained, unlovely image making, is obvious. But its abuse in undo repression, breathes of
sterility, which robs a man of actual wealth of experience. Imagining novel solutions, to ever more
complex problems, is far more noble than to restrain or kill out the desire. Light is the continuing
solution of a continuously synthetic problem. Imagining creates events.Our world, created out of
men's imagining, comprise unnumbered warring beliefs. Therefore there can never be a perfect
stable or static state. Today's events are bound to disturb our yesterdays established order.
Imaginative men and women invariably unsettle a pre-existing peace of mind. Hold fast to your
ideal in your imagination, nothing can take it from you, but your failure to persist in imagining the
ideal realized. Imagine only such states that are of value or promise well. To attempt to change
circumstances, before we change our imaginal activity, is to struggle against the very nature of
things. There can be no outer change, until there is first an imaginal change. Everything we do
unaccompanied by an imaginal change, is but futile readjustment of surfaces.Imagining the wish
fulfilled brings about a union, with that state, and during that union, we behave in keeping with
our imaginal change. This shows us that an imaginal change will result in a change of behavior.
However, our ordinary imaginal alterations, as we pass from one state to another, are not
transformations, because each of them is so rapidly succeeded by another, in the reverse
direction. But whenever one state grows so stable, as to become our constant mood, our
habitual attitude, then that habitual state defines our character and is a true transformation.Now
let me call your attention to the design on the cover of this record. You will notice a man sitting on
a park bench, imagining himself being in a home. This is the secret of those who lie in bed
awake, while they dream things true. They know how to live in their own dream house, until in
fact, they do. Man, through the medium of a controlled waking dream, can predetermine his
future. That imaginal activity, of living in the feeling of the wish fulfilled, leads man across a



bridge of incidents, to the fulfillment of the dream.If we live in the dream, thinking from it, and not
of it, then the creative power of imagining will answer our adventurous fancy and the wish
fulfilled will break in upon us and take us unaware. Man is all imagination, Therefore man must
be, where he is, in imagination, for his imagination is himself.To realize that imagination is not
something tied to the senses, or enclosed within the special boundary of the body, is most
important. For though man moves about in space, by movement of his physical body, he need
not be so restricted. He can move by a change in what he is aware of. However real the scene,
on which sight rests, man can gaze in one never before witnessed. He can always remove the
mountain, if it upsets his concept of what life ought to be.This ability to mentally move, from
things as they are, to things as they ought to be, is one of the most important discoveries that
man can make. It reveals man as the center of imagining, with powers of intervention, which
enable him to alter the course of observed events. Moving from success to success, through a
series of mental transformations, of nature, of others and himself.How does he do it? Self
abandonment, that is the secret. He has to abandon himself mentally to his wish fulfilled, in his
love for that state, and in so doing, live in the new state and no more in the old state. Now we
can't commit ourselves to what we do not love, so the secret of self commission is Faith plus
Love. Faith is believing what is incredible. We commit ourselves to the feeling of the wish fulfilled.
In Faith, that this act of self commission, will become a reality, and it will, because imagining
creates reality. Imagination is both conservative and transformative. It is conservative, when it
builds its world from images supplied by memory, and the evidence of the senses.It is creatively
transformative when it imagines things as they ought to be, building its world out of the generous
dreams of fancy. In the procession of images, the ones that take precedent, naturally are those
of the senses. Nevertheless a present sense impression is only an image, it does not differ in
nature from a memory image or the image of a wish. What makes a present sense impression
so objectively real, is the individuals imagination functioning in it and thinking from it. Whereas in
a memory of it or a wish, the individual's imagination is not functioning in it and thinking from it,
but is functioning out of it and thinking of it.If the individual would enter into the image, in his
imagination, as a design on the cover of this record suggests, then would he know what it is to
be creatively transformative, then would he realize his wish and then he would be happy.Every
image can be embodied, but unless man himself enters the image and thinks from it, it is
incapable of birth. Therefore it is the height of folly, to expect the wish to be realized, by the mere
passage of time. That which requires imaginative occupancy, to produce its effect, obviously
cannot be effective, without such occupancy.We cannot be in one image and not suffer the
consequences of not being in another. Imagination is spiritual sensation. Enter the image of the
wish fulfilled, then give it sensory vividness and tones of reality, by mentally acting, as you would
act, were it a physical fact. Now this is what I mean by spiritual sensation. Imagine that you are
holding a rose in your hand, smell it, do you detect the odor of roses? Well if the rose is not here,
why is its fragrance in the air? To spiritual sensation, that is, to imaginal sight, sound, scent, taste
and touch, man can give to image, sensory vividness. If he does, all things will conspire to aid



his harvesting and on reflection, he will see how subtle with a thread, that led to his goal. He
could have never devised the means, which is imaginal activity, which is used to fulfill itself.If
man longs to escape from his present sense sensation, to transform his present life, into a
dream of might well be, he has but to imagine that he is already what he wants to be and then
feel the way he would expect to feel, under such circumstances. Let him, like the make believe of
a child, who has been making the world after its own heart, create his world out of pure dreams
of fancy. Let him mentally enter into his dream, let him mentally do what he would actually do,
were it physically true. He will discover that dreams are realized, not by the rich, but by the
imaginative.Nothing stands between man and the fulfillment of his dream, but facts, and facts
are the creations of imagining. If man changes his imagining, he will change the facts. Man and
his past, are one continuous structure. This structure contains all of the facts, which have been
conserved and still operate below the threshold of his surface mind. For him, it is merely history,
for him it seems unalterable, a dead and permanently fixed past, but for itself it is living, it is part
of the living age.He cannot leave behind him the mistakes of the past, for nothing disappears.
Everything that has been is still in existence. The past still exists, and it gives — and still gives —
its results. Man must go back in memory, seek for and destroy the causes of evil, however far
back they lie. This going into the past and replaying a scene of the past in imagination as it ought
to have been played the first time, I call revision — and revision results in repeal.Changing our
life means changing the past.The causes of any present evil, are the unrevised scenes of the
past. The past and the present form the whole structure of man; it is carrying all of its contents
with it. Any alteration of content will result in an alteration in the present and future. Live nobly —
so that mind can store a past well worthy of recall. Should you fail to do so, remember, the first
act of correction or cure is always — "revise." If the past is recreated into the present, so will the
revised past be recreated into the present, or else the promise... that though your sins are like
scarlet, they shall be as white as snow, is a lie.The question may arise as to how, by
representing others to ourselves, as better than they really were, or mentally rewriting a letter to
make it conform to our wish, or by revising the scene of an accident, the interview with the
employer, and so on — could change what seems to be the unalterable facts of the past, but
remember my claims for imagining: Imagining Creates Reality.What it makes, it can unmake. It is
not only conservative, building a life from images supplied by memory, it is also creatively
transformative, altering a theme already in being. The parable of the unjust steward, gives the
answer to this question. We can alter our world by means of a certain "illegal" practice, by means
of a falsification of the facts, that is, by means of a certain intentional alteration of that which we
have experienced. All this is done in one's own imagination. This is a form of falsehood which not
only is not condemned, but is actually approved in the gospel teaching. By means of such a
falsehood, a man destroys the causes of evil and acquires friends and on the strength of this
revision proves, judging by the high praise the unjust steward received from his master, that he is
deserving of confidence.
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Disciplining yourself to changing your inner thoughts to what you truly desire yourself to be,
do or have. If you can control what’s within, you will control your outer world. This is a must have.”

B. schmidt, “Another Neville hit. Compiled and Edited by David Allen. Well this David Allen has
done it again,great job. Wish he would allow us to look inside all of his books on Neville
Goddard. I am still reading this book,but anything by Neville is amazing. This is a collection of
16 lectures from various years and the 1948 lessons which consist of 5 lessons and 3 chapters
from 3 of his books,"The Coin of Heaven, To Him Who Hath, and Consciousness."To have this
compiled like is what I have been hovering around in my own mind and thinking and now here it
is in a nutshell.Very easy to read,which some of Neville's works can be intense to grasp or if your
lucky to get it very easily.”

BeOurGuestAbq, “Love this. Easy to use. Love this. Easy to use. The three fasteners are quick to
open and close allowing me to extend and retract unit as needed.”

Kathryn Taylor, “A Must Read. This book is a must read for anyone who is wanting to understand
who they are.It is a book which i will re read many times and put into practise.”

Janis g. Campbell, “Thoughts create..... Neville explains the "Image and likeness of God" in
which we all have been created; and he explains how to use this gift. A wonderful compilation of
his lectures and book chapters!”

Mariana A. Morse, “Highly Recommend!!!. Great read! Powerful words for those interested in



living their dreams. The very fact that you have found your way to this book and are reading this
review.....this book is for you. Highly recommend.”

Christianna Emmanuel, “Empowering Infomation. I like any book written by Neville Goddard. His
books are powerful and empowering. This is another addition to my library. I have almost all of
Neville's book.”

Mary J Hils, “Five Stars. Love Neville.”

Dave, “Insightful. An incredible read that will have you question how we see and behave in the
world”

Flora185, “Its Neville whats to know. Awesome mix of Nevilles work very impressive!”

The book by Neville Goddard has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 69 people have provided feedback.
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